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►'Like a Virgin'

The Eastern

Is virginity really in style? Has
Jessica Simpson started a legcrossing trend? Check out what
.he campus community had to say
ibout the popularity of virginity on
page Bl.

Progress

www.easternprogress.com

Sexual abuse
reported
BY MELISSA ENOLE

Assistant news editor

The list of assaults continues to grow as Public Safety
added another attack to their
files during spring break.
On Monday. March 8, Neil
Wright, director for international student services,
advised Public Safety he spoke
with a female student who
informed him she had been
"sexually abused" by another
international student about
two weeks earlier. The alleged
abuse had been reported to
Wright four days prior to his
alerting public safety of the
abuse.
Wright is the counselor
for the international students, and as part of that role
he said he must maintain
their confidentiality. He said
he reported the incident
through channels, which led
to the campus police.

f

SEEING GREEN

"I think abuse is too
strong of a word," Wright
said Tuesday. "No one was
injured. There was no harm
and no one was violated in
the sense of rape."
Wright would not comment about why the student
waited two weeks before
reporting the crime.
A suspect has been identified in the case, according to Lt
Michael Kasitz of Public Safety.
Kasitz confirmed Wright's statement Tuesday saying it was not
a rape, but it was sexual contact
without consent
"It would have said rape if
there was penetration, but
(the report) did not say
that," Kasitz said. He added
that while no one has been
charged yet, there is an
ongoing investigation.
Reach Melissa at
melissa^jmgle@eku. edu

Directories
distributed late

I
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BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

h

Just before spring break
campus mailboxes started filling with student and staff directories for the 2003-2004 school
year.
Student
Government
Association President Kristina
O'Brien admitted they were a
little late.
There is more than one reason why the directory was out
late this year," she said. The
primary reason was ... lack of
technical skills within the volunteers that were working on it"
She said one problem
caused a two-month delay when
information from the Banner
system was not compatible with
the publisher's system.
"It needs to be converted
into a particular format to be
sent to the company that does
the directories, then the company that does the directory, that
company, which is University
Directories, sends it to their
printer that they have contracted," O'Brien said.
She said without that technical delay, it would have been
possible to get the directories
out before Christmas break.
Matthew King, a senior
police studies major, said he
received his directory on

Tuesday and is unsure if he will
use it
"I would have (used the
directory) more if I got it earlier." King said. He said though,
he will probably use it because
he has a hard time remembering phone numbers.
Steven Swann, an undeclared freshman, said he and
his roommate think the directory is pointless with so little
school left; he did say, though,
he may need to use it once or
twice.
O'Brien said SGA never
thought about scrapping the
project. She said it is important
because SGA was able to
involve departments on campus
so services available for students were showcased without
having to pay for advertising.
She said the directory does
not cost SGA anything except
the time it takes to put the
directories together and deliver
them. She said University
Directories sells ads to pay for
the printing.
O'Brien said she has heard
from two of the advertisers
because of the late publication.
They were upset because
they thought their ad would be
in for the whole year," she said.

SGA Vice President C.E. Huffman hands Sheri Heimbrock a green hat to wear during the St. Patrick's Day celebration Tuesday.
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John McPhee on bagpipes, Brian Talbot on drums and Lisa
Gallant make up the band Slainte Mhath.

► Inside

Campus housing
to be updated
BY CASSONDRA KIRBY

Editor

Eun-Vbong lou/Progress

When Catherine Haven
packed for her first year at
Eastern, she was excited about
the new life she was about to
begin and couldn't wait to sec
her new dorm room. She made
more than a dozen trips to the
local Wal-Mart, and bought
everything from a I inkin Park
poster to decorative photo
albums.
"I was excited because I was
going to be living out on my
own." Haven said.
During freshmen move-in day
she was anxious to rush up to
her room and begin decorating
her new home.
When she opened the door,
her exdienit'iit vanished.
Like some students who
come to Eastern. Haven was
dreaming of freshly painted
walls, new furniture and a
space she could personalize.
Instead, she said she got ugly
tiled floors, dull painted walls
that wouldn't allow anything
to stick to them — including
her Linkin Park poster — and
a room that couldn't be rearranged to her taste
because of the electrical outlet placements.
She was disa|>oointed.
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James Conneely, vice president of student affairs, and the
housing staff at Eastern are
working on a plan that, among
other things, could make students' dorm room dreams a reality and improve overall residence
hall living on campus — a plan
that could make on-campus
housing more desirable to students.
"We are looking at a 10-year
plan to address the challenges
that university housing faces, not
just here but other institutions as
well," said Conneely at a special
Board of Regents meeting
Tuesday.
The days of the tile floors
and the institutional one-color
walls and no carpet has changed.
Students today are looking for
facilities that represent more of a
residential nature — something
they can sink their teethes in."
Conneely said the master
housing plan also addresses creating a fresh look throughout the
residence halls — including
some carpet throughout the
building, different types of paint
jobs and new computer labs.
He said the residence halls
have computers in them, but
each building only has four com
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TODAY

Hi: 55
Low:133
Conditions:
Showers
FRI

Sunny

SAT

Partly cloudy

►Reminder
Seniors can pick up
graduation supplies
in the Powell Building
today.

See HOUSING, A6
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New identification numbers available
Social Security numbers
may still be used for some tasks
BVKXKWBIKANP
Managing editor

March 8 marked the first
day students, (acuity and staff
were able to get new identification numbers.
Previously, the university
used Social Security numbers
as a way of tracking records
for students and employees.
When concerns were raised
about the threat of Identity
theft, the university decided to
change the numbers.
The campus'community
can obtain new identification
numbers by logging onto the
EKUDirect Web site and clicking on the "Your New EKU
ID" link.
The new numbers are randomly assigned by the Banner
system.
Social Security numbers
may still be used for identification purposes such as accessing records and logging on to
the EKUDirect Web site.
However, using Social

«

Ill probably use
the new
(identification
number)
because it is
more secure.

Security numbers can be eliminated by logging onto the
EKUDirect Web site. Once
this is done it is possible to
change the identification number back to the original Social
Security number, but this can
only be done once.
Julia Judd, a sophomore
mathematics pre-teaching
major, said she hasn't gotten
her new identification numbers yet, but she intends to
use them instead of her Social
Security number when she
does.
"I'll probably use the new
one because it's more secureshe said.
Registrar Jill Allgier said
she thinks the change will be
positive for students.
"It's a wonderful opportunity for the university to protect
the security of the Social
Security number," Allgier
said.
Nate Bascom said while the
change is good, it is inconvenient for him.

Julia Judd
Student

99
"I already know this (number)." he said.
He intends to use his Social
Security number rather than
the new school issued one.
Allgier said her office has
not received many phone
calls about the new ID numbers.
She said she was expecting
people to call who forgot their
new number, but there have
been no calls yel.
Also, Allgier said she
doubts that in the future there

Student postcards urging legislators
to protect higher education created

will be many calls.
Those who decided to utilize the higher level of security
are probably conscious
enough to keep their new
identification number," she
said.
If anyone changes their
identification number to the
new university-issued number
and cannot remember it, students should contact the
Office of the Registrar and
employees should contact
Human Resources.
Social Security numbers will
still be used as a primary identification number until all numbers are phased out through
the new numbering system
Also, according to the Web
site, some services on campus
not on the university information stems will still use Social
Security numbers. These services include meal plans,
libraries and co-op.
For more information visit
the new identification number
FAQ
Web
site
at
http://www.eku.edu/ekuid/.

Postcards from Eastern students will soon be on their way
to Frankfort — but the messages are not warm wishes
from sunny beaches. Instead,
the notes are the Student
Government Association's latest efforts to protect the budgets of colleges and universities across the state.
SGA is passing out the postcards to students who wish to
express the importance of
higher education to their legislators. A message on the postcard urges members of the legislature to "make funding of
Kentucky's state colleges and
universities a top priority."
The letter also says even
with recent blows to state and
national budgets "Eastern and
other leading state universities
have met and even surpassed
the challenges" set by the legislature.

The postcards list increases
in enrollment and graduation
rates as some of Eastern's successes.
"Major cuts now," the letter
says, "would hamstring this
effort just as real progress is
being made."
The letter explains to congressmen that by continuing
their investments in colleges
and universities across the
Bluegrass, they can "ensure
that this progress toward a better quality of life for every citizen of this Commonwealth
remains within reach."
Students who support SGA's
efforts are asked to stop by the
office to sign three postcards.
SGA will send one to the senator from the student's district
and two to the representatives
from the county. Out-of state
students are also encouraged
to sign a postcard, and their
cards will be sent to leaders in
both the House and Senate.
Student Body President and

Regent Kristina O'Brien said
the postcards are a good way
for students to get personally
involved in state government
and show legislators they care.
This is a follow-up to our
actions at the rally," she said.
Members of SGA and other
Eastern students joined a crowd
of nearly 300 Kentucky college
students at the capitol in early
February to protest proposed
budget cuts to higher education.
The second annual rally was
part of Higher Education Day.
Postcards for students to
sign will be available from 10
a.m.-3 p.m. today and Friday in
the Powell lobby. Students can
also stop by the SGA office in
Powell from 9 a.m.-.r> p.m.
The General Assembly will
vote on the 2004-2006 biennial
state budget at the end of the
month.
Reach Adam at
adam baker38@eku.edu

Cliff Hughes, a sophomore education major, leaves his hand
print on a banner provided outside Powell on Tuesday The
banner was part of an awareness project to help fight violence
against women. The event was sponsored by the Housing
Office at Eastern.

Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam9eku.edu

Arts & Science dean visits
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor
BY AMM BAKER
News editor

Taking a Stand

While most people at the
University of North Texas
spent their week off at spring
break hot spots. Eastern's
future College of Arts &
Sciences Dean Andrew
Schoolmaster III spent his time
on The Campus Beautiful."
"I originally thought about
maybe taking a little vacation
but I came to Kentucky to meet
with my new colleagues
instead," he said Tuesday.
Eastern
named
Schoolmaster dean at the
beginning of the month.
Schoolmaster, who currently
serves as associate dean for
administrative affairs at the
University of North Texas, will
begin at Eastern July 5.
Schoolmaster said he is
"humbled" at the opportunity
to become a inember of the
Eastern community.
"I was really pleased," he
said. "Certainly a lot of people have placed their trust
and faith in me to help lead

623-3119 119 N. 1st St. (Formerly Big Easy)

the college."
He arrived
on campus
Monday to
spend this
week meeting with the
campus community.
"I'm excited
about Andrew
being here so Schoolmaster
I get a chance III, Eastern's
to talk with new dean of
folks
and Arts& Sciences
learn about
the university
culture and learn about how
the place kind of thinks and
ticks," he said.
Schoolmaster said his new
job is one he will take seriously,
but he also hopes to have "a
good time doing it"
"I think the thing I am looking most forward to is simply
learning about Eastern," .he
said. He added he wants to
learn "about the faculty, staff
and students that are here and
learn what their needs are and
what their aspirations are and

working with them trying to
achieve those goals."
Schoolmaster said some of
his first duties as dean will also
be to just get familiar with
Eastern.
The whole first part of my
tenure here is going to be kind
of information gathering and
making a mental inventory of
what we have." he said. "1 plan
to tour all the departments so I
am familiar with where they
are — so I don't get lost on
campus — and to get to know
their needs."
Schoolmaster said he also
plans to spend the week house
hunting.
"It's a process," he said.
"Buying the house isn't a problem — it's selling the on you've
got that is the issue."
Schoolmaster said he hopes
to visit Kentucky one more
time to close on a house before
moving to the Bluegrass for
good in June.

<>
Reach Adam at
adam baker38@eku.edu

SPRING BREAK
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Thursday is Ladies Night
Specials all night for the Ladies

Friday/Saturday:
Cincy's own
"Strip the Image"
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Every Monday:
Bud, Bud Lt. (bottles only) $1.25
Every Tuesday:
16oz Draft $1.00
Every Wedneday: Wise Man's Wednesday - Jim Beam, Jack Daniels.
Jose Cuervo or Three Wise Men shots only $1.00

Hold your next event @ Big Daddy Slims!
Bachelor/Bachelorette parties - Greek events - Birthday parties

www.BIGDADDYSLIMS.com

Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
858.624.1122
Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room

MAY GRADUATES—FREE T SHIRT
COMPARE ! SAVE! St GET MORE!
www.mygraduationsupplics.com

421W. Main Street
Beside the Madison County Library
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624-3000
TciV

EKU campus bookstore

mygraduMionMipplicn.com

Basic Package S63.95

Basic Package SS2.SO
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25 personalized announcements
25 thank you notes
25 etiquette seals
60 return address labels
Free !! senior class of 04 l-shirt

personalized announcements
notecards
etiquette seals
return address labels
senior t-shirt

See the Difference
MONEY DifferenceSI 1.45
Extra Return Address Labels S8.SO
Free t-shirt _________
Total Savings—
S31.95
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Welcome Back We hope you had a great spring
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quality product — satisfaction guaranteed or money back
fully licensed by License Resource Group ( Eastern Kentucky
licensing agent)
22 years experience helping
college students with graduation
1 week turnaround on your order
Visit our website to view our products and order
www.mygraduatlon supplies.com
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Students say inexpensive
campus daycare needed

u

Administrator
says unlikely
another daycare
will open
BY MEUSSA ENGLE

Assistant news editor

Some call it daycare. Some
prefer the term childcare.
Whatever the preference, it is
almost extinct on The Campus
Beautiful."
Of the nearly 16.000 students enrolled at Eastern,
about 2,000 of them have children. While the Burner Child
Development Center is on campus, it has a long waiting list
and the cost may not be practical for the typical college student.
Eastern used to have a child
care facility located where the
Bluegrass Farmworkers Clinic
is now housed, in Brockton, yet
it only lasted for a year in 1997.
"There is a huge need.
Faculty has the need. Students
have the need. The community
has the need." said Dana Keller
Bush, director of the Burrier
Child Development Center.
Bush said the Burrier center
is a nursery school for 3-yearolds, and parents place their
children on the waiting list
when they are born. Priority is
given to full-time students, faculty and staff and then to the
community. Parents may pay
the tuition through the Office
of Billings and Collections each
semester. Tuition ranges from
$337.50 to $675.
On the other hand, the former daycare center, Kids
Company Early Learning
Center, opened its doors for
business on Aug. 18, 1997. It
was established in response to
the requests of faculty and students desiring assistance while
they were working or in class.
"It was started to provide
childcare for students, especially non-traditional students to
drop their children off for an
hour or two at a time," said Rita
Davis, a professor in the technology department who was

I think it would
be very helpful if
they have
qualified people
working with my
kids and
exposing them
to books and
things like that
—Kelley McBride
Student
»

involved in the start-up of the
learning center.
"One situation we asked that
they pay close attention to was
to keep costs as low as they
could," Davis said. "I think they
tried too hard."
Davis said it was likely the
reason the daycare did not
renew the contract with
Eastern was due to financial
problems. She said starting a
center is expensive considering
the costs of insurance, maintenance to bring the building up
to code in accordance with
state standards and training
workers.
Davis said it might have
been
miscommunication
between students and faculty
on their needs that led to a
lower demand for the center.
There wasn't a real demand
after it went in. The faculty
wanted it to be a school and students wanted the child care,"
Davis said. "Kids Company
tried to accommodate all those
needs."
Davis added Eastern wanted
its students, particularly those
involved in childcare majors, to
be able to intern at the center
but this was not feasible due to
the certification requirements
by the state.
Kelley McBride, a senior

Attention EKU Seniors
We are looking for two graduating seniors to represent the
student body at the 2004 Spring Commencement. Those
selected will apeak about their Eastern experience, and will
be an important part of the Commencement program. If you
are interested, please submit the following:
• A Personal Biography no greater than one page.
• A Statement of what you would tell the graduating seniors and guests about your educational experience as well as
opportunities you had while at Eastern Kentucky University.
This statement should be no longer than two pagea.
• A letter of recommendation from a faculty member.
Two graduating seniors will be selected, one candidate to
speak at morning commencement (College of Arts & Sciences,
and College of Business A Technology) and another to speak
at the afternoon commencement (College of Education,
College of Health Sciences, and College of Justice & Safety).
The two students chosen will be assisted in
preparation of the final commencement speech.

public relations major, said she
would not mind seeing a daycare center reestablished on
campus.
"I think it would be very
helpful if they have qualified
people actually working with
my kids and exposing them to
books and things like that," she
said.
McBride, mother of two,
said she was fortunate to be
able to stay home with her children when they were younger,
but many students aren't that
fortunate. The boys, now eight
and 10, are both students at
Model Laboratory School. She
waited until they were going to
school all day before she
returned to college, and since
her return she has met many
other students who are in her
situation.
"Maybe if they had help during a night class, since you usually can't avoid taking one of
those during college." McBride
said, "it wouldn't be such a
hardship on single parents."
Students like McBride do
have options for daycare in the
Richmond area even if they do
not on campus. There are nearly
20 centers in Richmond that care
for all ages of children, mostly
during the daytime hours.
Shawna Broaddus. director
for the ABC Daycare and
Learning Center, said her center cares for 220 children. Of
those 220, at least 100 are children of Eastern students.
"We allow parents to drop
them off and go to class and
come back to get them throughout the day," Broaddus said.
The costs of outside daycare
can exceed the cost of the
Burrier center. However, with
outside care single parents or
low income families can apply
for federal money to assist with
the costs as the Burrier center
does not accept the federal aid.
Davis said even though the
former daycare center was successful for a time, she does not
envision another daycare opening on campus any time soon.
Reach Melissa at
meHssa_engle@eku. edu

Got a news tip?
Contact Adam Baker
at 622-1882
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News editor

Changes to the Student
Government Association's
bylaws and constitution are one
step closer to being finalized.
The Student Senate unani
mously passed two resolutions
Tuesday night, both of which
will alter their governing documents including one proposal
giving members academic credit for their service.
The senate made several
amendments to the legislation
before its passage. The
changes came after Student
Body President Kristina
O'Brien expressed concern
during her presidential address
about some parts of the proposed constitutional revisions.
"There is a problem with
some of the wording (in the
proposal concerning) academic
credit for representatives of student government," she told the
senate. Those statements must
be removed if we would actually like to have the opportunity
to earn credit for our service."
The original resolution
called for a "favorable performance evaluation" by various
student government members
before academic credit could
be awarded to SGA representatives.
O'Brien explained the legislation would not be approved by
the Council on Student Affairs
or the Board of Regents — two
bodies the measure must also
pass before becoming final — if
the wording remained.
"According to this university
and every other university that
I know of. a student's grade
cannot be directly based on the
input of another student," she
said.
O'Brien also urged the
Senate to add a line to the constitution stating members of the
executive cabinet must submit
progress reports regarding their
committee members before the
cabinet members could receive
academic credit hours.

Broke after
Spring
Break.
$1.25 Beers
everyday
all day

to ail EKU students
Ask for
Melissa Wells
5006 Atwood Drive #2
Richmond. KY. 40475

March 22, 2004 to:S*nior<'«minenc»ineM Spaakt-r Cominiltt-e
c/o Ann Cotton. Eaxtern Kentucky t 'mvtmity. Diviuon of Student Affkir*.
SSB ("PO VI .121 Istnautet An . Richmond. KY 4O47S-3I&0
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Please submit the above information no later than Monday.
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Check Out
Eastern's talk Show
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Medical
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$2 - 1st Tanning Visit
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"We decided it would give
too much power and authority
to the president," she said.
The other thing to take into
consideration is (that) because
the secretary cannot vote that
member can serve in another
capacity in student government. It is also the only position
that a part time student can
fill."
O'Brien said if the senate
"I am completely confident decided to give the secretary
that (the proposal) will be voting rights, they would have
returned because it does not to "refine the requirements for
meet academic requirements holding (that) position."
and we will go through this
"The decision is up to you,"
she told the senate. "But I
process again, she said.
O'Brien's next concern would strongly encourage you
regarded a proposal giving the to have some debate."
SAC and RLC considered
Senate secretary the right to
vote. The secretary currently (I'Brien's concerns prior to the
can participate in senate discus- senate. SAC agreed with
O'Brien and passed the resolusions but is not allowed to vote.
The secretary is a member tion with O'Brien's suggested
of the executive cabinet that is changes. RLC tabled the resolucomposed of the senate's vice tions until their next meeting.
The senate followed SAC's
president, resident life vice
president, student activities lead and passed amendmentscouncil vice president, treasur- addressing the issues O'Brien's
er and chief of staff. The three raised.
"I don't see why we can't do
vice presidents are elected, and
the treasurer, secretary and this because it's going to be
chief of staff are appointed by beneficial to us most of all,"
Student Senator Nick Hart said.
the president.
The resolution regarding
As written now. the constitution allows all executive cabinet constitutional revisions unanimembers to vote with the mously passed the senate with
exception of the secretary and tlie amendments.
A resolution changing the
executive vice president. The
vice president can only vote to wording in some portions of
die senate's bylaws also unanibreak a tie.
"If the secretary has a vote mously passed with amend(the president) could funda- ments from Student Senator
mentally make (their) ap|)oint- Reid Connelly.
O'Brien said following RLC's
ments to fill the secretary, treasurer and chief of staff position approval, the constitutional legwith people who arc going to islation will go before the
vote (their) way every time." Council on Student Affairs
she said. "In which case you around the beginning of April.
After that body's approval.
could run into situation after sit
nation where the executive cab- O'Brien plans to have the legisinet would be split with the lation go before the Board on
appointed people veiling against April 22.
the elected people and the president making the ultimate deci
sion."
Reach Adam at
O'Brien said this concern
adam baker28@eku.edu
came up last year in constitu-
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Perspective
Housing
plans step
in right
direction
Proposed changes
benefit Eastern
The days of tided
floors, one-color
walls and rooms
without carpet may finally
come to an end in
Eastern's residence halls
— and it won't be missed.
The Housing Office is
currently drafting a 10year master plan that is
expected to include some
pleasant surprises for
future Eastern students
and put a much needed
end to the drab institutional style rooms.
James Conneely, vice
president for student
affairs at Eastern, discussed the plan with Board
of Regents members
Tuesday. He expressed the
need for a fresh look
throughout all residence
halls — not just individual
rooms — like some carpet
throughout the buildings,
different types of paint jobs
and new computer labs.
Conneely also mentioned the need for additional apartments and
suites on campus.
Although much of these
changes will not come
until later down the road
and will probably increase
the amount of money students pay to live in the residence halls — the extra
money is well worth it
Not only will these
changes benefit students,
but they will also benefit
the university as a whole
— encouraging more students to remain on campus
instead of moving off and
help retain students by
making them feel more at
home in their dorm rooms.
Reach The Progress at
progress@eku.edtt

Cassondra Kirby, editor
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► News Quiz

Childcare

101

OK, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.

®

What Is the Student
Government
Association sending
to state congressmen?

a) Fruit baskets
b) Postcards
c Gift certificates

V

What Is the Housing
Office working on?

a) 10-year master plan
b) Plans for a Todd Hall pool
c) An escalator in
Commonwealth Hall

Where does the new
College of Arts &
Science's currently
work?
a Disneyland
b Harvard
c University of North Texas

Nathan Bullock/Progress

Affordable, convenient daycare needed
Many students, faculty
and staff have more to
worry about than writing or grading term papers.
Instead some are worrying
about runny noses and shoes
with laces tied in knots.
The university needs to listen to the needs of these people. Eastern once had affordable daycare on campus, but
now the only option is one
many cannot afford.
For some the alternatives are
to bring their children to class
or keep them in another day-

care while they are in school
and hold down a job to pay for
the cost of such services.
These are problems with
which Eastern should be concerned because of the high
number of parents who are also
students. Sometimes these students are forced to bring their
children to school with them
because their sitter cancelled
— because they could not
afford the daycare bill for that
day.
The addition of an affordable
daycare would enhance the

quality of Eastern, offering
more on-campus jobs and providing a much needed service
for the campus community.
There seems to be enough
interest in a daycare that it is
not a question whether or not it
would be used.
To keep students and entice
more people to enroll the university must set a daycare system that is affordable and convenient for students.
Reach The Progress at
progress@eku. edu

<>.

Brooke ShepheroVProgress

What are these?
a) St. Patrick's Day hats
b) Baseball helmets
c) Special thinking caps
developed by the Honors
Program

► Campus Comments, by Cindy Held
Students returned to campus Monday after a week off from classes. We asked students what they did over spring break.
AMANDA
LEWIS

Hometown
Louisville
Major
Pre-veterinary
medicine
Year
Freshman

I went to parties,
and hung out with
friends, and partied, and met guys
and partied.

I stayed in the
house. I'm from
Florida so I didn't
do anything.

Caught up on some
homework and
stayed with friends
in Lexington.
Hometown
London
Major:
Health care
administration
Year
Senior

Jacksonville.
Fla.
Major: Criminal
justice
Year
Sophomore

► How to roach us
Phone:(859)622-1881

E-Mail: progressOeku.edu

To report a story or

News
Adam Baker, 622-1872
Accent
Tracy Haney, 622-1882
Around&About
Megan Hansen, 622-1882
What's on Tap
Jessica Muttns, 622-1872

Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872

The Studio

I worked on my
house.
Hometown:
Independence
Major: Music
education
Year: Freshman

/

The Eastern

Fax:(859)622-2354

To place an ad
Display
Ashley Prichard, 622-1881
Classified/Subscriptions
Kym Fox, 622-1881

To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Brooke Shepherd, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by
mail at a cost of $1 per issue;
$20 per semestenor $38 per
year payable in advance.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in die community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progressOeku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

Katie Weitkamp, 622-1572

.
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Student steps outside comfort zone, finds courage
MELISSA
ENGLE

My Turn
Melissa is a
senior
journalism major
from Eubank.
She is the
assistant news
editor for The
Progress.

As I sit here and attempt to
crank out my last "My
Turn," I am torn with
what I want to say.
I want to know tshat I somehow was able to make a difference in my reader's lives, even
for a brief moment, and so I will
share my own experience in
hopes of finding some "take
away" value.
I am from Eubank, Ky., and I
must say this town is a wonderful place to be from.
It consists of a caution light,
a couple of mom-and-pop grocery stores and about 10
churches.
We have a population of a little more than 500.1 am proud
to tell people I grew up in the
country, the place where I
would sleep with the window
open and listen to the crickets
chirping on a warm summer's
night.
These are my roots. They
are strong. They are deep. And
they are mine.
Having said that, I am also
from a family of blue-collared,
middle-class, down-to-earth
"good" people, none of who
ever went to college.
They never had to - they
made other choices and have
been successful.
Among my 22 aunts and
uncles, two parents and two

44
Close your eyes. Step out into the
great big world. And go for it. I did
it and I am here — happy, hopeful
and humble.
—Melissa Engle
Student

yy
step-parents, you would think
that one of those would have
gone to college, but that never
happened.
When I was in high school I
wondered why, and now having
a few years on me, I know. I
realize people are different.
They have different priorities
and different plans for their
lives.
Just because they are different, doesn't mean they are
wrong.
Just because I chose an
unprecedented path, did not
mean I was wrong either.
Either way, I am the first and I hope not the last - person

in my family to go to college.
This is a huge deal in my family
now. It has not always been that
way.
I have met my fair share of
adversity along the way, but in
the end I made the decision to
keep pushing toward completion. I am happy and I graduate
in fewer than two months.
While my friends were in Las
Vegas gambling their money
away or in Panama City drinking their money away, I once
again chose another path. I
decided to spend my spring
break in the Carolinas undergoing the stresses of job interviews for three days.

I was afraid from the beginning. Here I was, this small
town girl maneuvering bigger
cities and persuading bigger
newspapers that I was the person they needed to hire.
I was intimidated by just
walking through the front doors
of the bigger newspaper thinking I deserved a job there, especially with my portfolio — the
one of a beginner.
But in the end, while I was
intimidated. I know I did the
right thing. And sometimes the
right thing is not the easiest
thing.
Sometimes it is getting out of
my comfort zone and taking
risks.
And I learned that about
myself, that I can step outside
my comfort zone and still be
OK; and my ability to do so is
probably what will take me
places.
I am reminded of what Mark
Twain once said. He said,
"Twenty years from now you
will be more disappointed by
the things that you didn't do
than by the ones you did do. So
throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in
your sails. Explore. Dream.
Discover."
I only hope I can continue
taking that leap of faith in pur-

► letter from the editor

►letter to the editor

Designated drivers
at risk, student says

The Housing office is discussing several
upgrades to campus housing. The changes
are outlined in a lOyear master plan. The
document is a draft that housing hopes to
finalize in the future. What do you think of
campus housing? Are there any particular
changes you want? Tell us what you think!
To join the discussion, go to
<wwui easternprogress.com>

As we all know. Eastern is a
parry school, and most of the
parties take place off campus in
different neighborhoods and
apartment complexes.
Now that I've stated the obvious, I'll give you my reason.
Saturday, March 6th, as most of
us began our spring break. Ball
State university student Karl
Harford's life was tragically
ended.
Around 5 a.m., three men
attending the party he was at
asked Karl to give them a ride
home. What he didn't know was
that they were planning tg rob
him.
He was just doing what many
of us would do and making sure

s

suit of my dreams and continue
taking the unbeaten path.
It is often not easy to stand
on your own two feet and
believe in yourself, especially
when you are starting out.
I have been fortunate to have
a good support system to guide
me along the way.
But at the end of the day I
know I am making my own way.
I can either sit back and watch
the world go by or I can get out
there and make a place for
myself in it. It is my choice.
When I am in situations like
I was this past week, when I am
afraid, I just remember what a
very close friend of mine told
me.
The advice is, "Be brave.
Have the confidence I know you
have. And do your best."
That is what I would like to
relay on to my readers.
Just because you come from
a small town, that's lueky to
even have a post office, does
not mean you are destined for
small things.
You simply have to believe in
yourself, seek out positive people to surround yourself with,
do your best, and most of all —
be brave.
Close your eyes. Step out
into the great big world. And go
for it. I did it and I am still here
— happy, hopeful and humble.
I

people get home safely. His
body was found in the back seat
of his car with a single gun shot
to the head; the three men shot
him for two dollars and his cell
phone.
I've been the designated driver at parties before, as most of
us have. I just don't want to see
this repeat itself again.
The students at Ball State are
having a hard time dealing with
this loss because they are a
closely knit campus just as this
one is. So before you give just
anybody a ride think twice, or it
could mean your life.
Scott Massamore
Student

Press error causes paper reprint
In the Feb. 26 issue of
The Eastern Progress, The
Studio section of the paper
was printed twice due to a
printing error at The
Richmond Register.
The prior week's edition
of The Studio section was
printed in place of the front
Sports page.

The Richmond Register
agreed to correct this error
and printed extra editions
of the paper with the appropriate Sports page and
delivered it to high-traffic
areas on campus.
We are sorry for any
inconvenience this may
have caused.

Corrections
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on
the Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to
the editor by noon Monday before publication
on Thursday.
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►News Briefs

Senioritis

Compiled by Linda Pollock and Adam Baker

-

Credit card legislation advances

Brad Ault picks up his graduation cap and gown Irom
John Kikel. a representative
from Josten's. This week
seniors can pick up their caps
and gowns, pick out college
rings and look for graduation
announcements in the Powell
Building. The graduation fair
is today 10 am -4 p.m.
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Brooke Shepherd/Progress

► Police Beat: March 2-14
Compiled by Melissa Engle

Roland assault trial set for this November
A Nov. 22 trial date has been set for
Eastern student Avery C. Roland. 25, of
Stanton, who was charged with unlawful
imprisonment in the first degree and sexual
assault in the first degree after allegedly
attacking a female University of Kentucky
student behind the Hillary J. Boone Center
on Rose Street, a street that runs through
the University of Kentucky.
Travis Manley, UK police spokesman, said
on Nov. 4, 2003, the female student was walking toward a row of sorority houses when
Roland allegedly pulled the woman into a
March 2
Frank O'Conner reported
the possible theft of a NFC projector from the Combs
Building.
Steven P. King. 19. of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with operating a motor
vehicle under the influence of
drugs, possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia and speeding.
March 3
Kristin Schenk reported
someone stole her CD case containing 58 CDs valuing $87ti. It
was reportedly stolen from her
vehicle while it was parked at
Park Drive.

dark area and refused to let her go.
Manley said Roland then began to fondle
the victim, but she was able to fight him off.
During this time, Manley said four male
students near the incident responded to the
victim's screams and intervened in the
attack.
They chased the suspect who eventually
attempted to jump into the backseat of a UK
police cruiser sitting in traffic at the stoplight on Rose Street and Columbia Avenue.
Roland pleaded not guilty to the charges
in 2003.

Faith
Wise, 22. of
McGregor Hall, was arrested
for and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
March 4
Thomas Burberry reported liis wallet with $74 inside,
stolen from his room in Todd
Hall.
Mike Hower. fronl-desk
worker in Commonwealth Hall.
reported a verbal dispute on the
9tn Boor of the residence hall.
March 5
Stephen (ireenwell. residence hall coordinator of Todd
Hall, reported a mail package
containing a Sprlnl type cell

phone missing from the residence hall.
Betsy Pennington reported her vehicle had been broken into and her stereo had
been taken while it was parked
in the Commonwealth Hall lot
Barbara Kamey reported
a projector missing from the
Moore Building.
March <i
Matt Horn reported various rooms in Keene Hall contained street signs and two
rooms had marijuana or drug
paraphernalia in them.
Alvin Peterkin. front-desk

worker in Commonwealth
Hall, reported exit signs damaged on the 7th floor.
March 8
Neil Wright reported a case
of sexual assault. A student told
him of the incident two weeks
earlier.
Mary Marshall reported
her medication was taken from
the learning Resource Center
in the Rowlett Building.
March 11
Amy Marcum reported a
student had paid their school
accounts by fraudulent use of a
credit card.
March 13
Kenneth
Southgate
reported a burglary to the
Wesley Foundation.
It
appeared someone had
pulled the front doors hard
enough to break the door at
the top near the frame to get
in.
March 14
William Vance reported
a vehicle break-in in
progress. The owner. Robert
kasland. informed the officer
his trunk had been popped
open and items valuing $80(1
were taken.

HOUSING: Campus looks to upgrade housing
From Page Al
puters. no matter what size the
building is.
"Really, computers need to
represent how many students
are living in the building and
how many are using the network," Conneely said. "I think
rTDS and housing have done a
good job to try to get computers
in the residence halls, but computers in the main lobby is not
what students need."
He said students need a quiel
area where they can sit down
and work. Along these same
lines, Conneely said students
also need study and conference
rooms in the residence halls as
well — areas that are well lit,
comfortable and promote student interaction.
Some of the other major
housing changes that are being
discussed in the draft plan are
the addition of apartments and
suites at Eastern, special interest

ii Students today are looking for

facilities that represent more of a
residential nature — something
they can sink their teeth in.
—James Conneely

Vice president of student affairs

floors for students and the integration of the academic mission
in the residence halls.
Conneely also hopes to eventually make housing self-supporting — meaning all money
made by room fees would be put
back into housing instead of
using the money other places in
the university or the university
giving money to housing to sup
port it. He said the housing
office ill Eastern should be a
resource to the school, not a
financial drain on it.

w

Conneely realizes these
changes and uixiates at Eastern
will not come without a cost.
Eastern currently has the
lowest housing rate of all slate
university colleges. Although
Conneely said to remain competitive. Eastern's housing rates
need to be updated to align the
university with benchmark
schools, he could not comment
further.
"I have not had the opportunity to sit down with the president
and review that information, and

Writing a book? Want a review in The
Progress? Contact Katie at 622-1572.
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so I am very uncomfortable with
sharing it," he said. "We cannot
look at living rates in isolation
without the big picture of the situation and some of those factors
are still being considered, so I
am not going to be able to share
specific increase information or
rate change information."
Although Conneely noted
that the plan is only a draft and a
work in progress, he said it is
heading Eastern's housing in
the right direction — and he
hopes, after the plan has been
finalized and implemented, students will agree.
"A residence hall is not just a
bed where you sleep, it's not just
a place to hang your clothes." he
said. "We want the residence
hall to be a true integrated living
and learning environment."
Reach Cassandra al
cassondra_kirby8V,eku. edu

A bill limiting credit card
solicitation on college campuses
passed the House, 56-31, on
March 5.
House Bill 63. sponsored by
Speaker Jody Richards,
requires credit card companies
to register with Kentucky colleges and universities prior to
soliciting on campus and prohibits incentives or promotional
items for students who apply.
In addition, it requires parents to sign off on credit applications for students under 21
years old and bar collection
action against a parent or
guardian unless they agree in
writing to accept the liability.
Richards' measure moved to
the Senate and joined a similar
bill in the judiciary committee.
House Bill 130 was assigned

to the judiciary committee at
the beginning of the month.
The bill, sponsored by Rep.
Susan Westrom. D-Lexington,
promises to require credit card
and debt education sessions as
part of student orientation days
at public postsecondary institutions.
The measure also encourages nonpublic postsecondary
institutions to do the same and
requires companies to register
with school officials before
soliciting on campus
Both bills must pass the judiciary committee before they
can be voted on by the full
Senate.
If approved by the full
Senate, they would then travel
to Gov. Ernie Fletcher's desk
for signature.

SGA candidacy fprms Dinner to recruit
now available
education volunteers
Students who wish to join the
Student
Government
Association next year may now
apply. Forms for each SGA
branch may be picked up from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the SGA office.
Students must return the form
to declare their candidacy by 6
p.m. Mach 30. Applicants also
must attend a meeting March 30
In the Ferrell Room of the
Combs Building.

Eastern is looking for students to work with Primary-12
students and gain professional
experience. An informational
dinner will be held from 11:30
a.m. - 1:30 p.m. on April 6 and
April 7. Contact Raglena
Salmans at 622-2581 for more
information.

Student graduation
speakers needed

The College of Health
Sciences will host its Spring
Career Day from 9 a.m. - noon
on April 2 in the Alumni
Coliseum. There will be more
than 40 employers at the event
For more information visit
www.ced.eku.edu.

(iraduating seniors may
apply to speak at commencement until Monday. Eastern will
have two speakers, one for each
graduation. If you are interested, submit a personal biography, a two-page statement about
your experience at Eastern and
a letter of recommendation
from a faculty member to Ann
Cotton in the Student Service
Building.

Third annual UP
showcase planned
Undergraduate I Ycscntations
is accepting abstracts for their
showcase until Friday. Students
must submit a 200-word abstract
including the title of the work,
the student's name and faculty
member. The work may include
writings, pictures, artwork, summaries of research and
dance/music performances.
The showcase is April 16.
Contact Rose Perrine at 6222378.

Health Sciences holds
Spring Career Day

Concert to raise
scholarship money
Eastern's department of
music will present its Pop
Spectacular at 8 p.m. Saturday,
March 20 in the Brock
Auditorium. Admission is $5
for students and $10 for others. Tickets will be sold at the
door.

Schlomann re-elected
as Faculty Regent
Pam Schlomann has been reelected to the Board of Regents
as Faculty Regent for another
three-year term. Schlomann
defeated Gil Smith in an election
held before spring break.
Results were announced
Monday.

DIRECTORY: Help limited
From Page Al
"But they wen- very understanding of our situation and
offered to help us."
Michael I.ynks. owner of
Adventure Pets, said he was
upset with the delay and the
quality of his ad.
"That's a waste of $450,"
Lynks said. "I wouldn't have
advertised if I was just going to
get a couple months' exposure
with it."
lie said in addition to the
short amount of time his ad will
be seen, the content is wrong.
"We discussed what we
wanted to do in the ad and the
ad was pretty much what 1 said
I didn't want," I.ynks said.
O'Brien said she was upset
with the delay, but that the
same thing could happen again
unless there are more students

who are interested and involved
with putting the directory
together.
"I know it's been an inconvenience to some people," she
said.
"In fact, because the original
data that we had converted was
pulled from Banner so early in
the year that a lot of the incoming student information wasn't
included in it.
"Because the conversion took
so long the first time we did not
re-pull data and re-send it.
Otherwise the directories wouldn't have been useful this year,"
(VBrien said.
Directories are free and
can be picked up at the Powell
information desk in the lobby.
Reach Katie at
katherine weitkamiaieku.edu

Eastern Kentucky University
Student Enviromental Health Association

9th Annual
Student Symposium
Thursday, March 25, 2004
Keen Johnson Building
Contact Dizney 220 for Tickets
Or call 859-622-3078
Tickets are $10, includes lunch
Thanks to sponsers
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Accent

Tracy Haney, editor

► Toga time
Student Alumni
Ambassadors will be
rewarded for their hard
w<>rk at a St. Patrick's Day
foga party. Story on B3.
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TODAY

PICK

2 p.m.
The Bluegrass Regional High
School Art Exhibition will be on
display in the Giles Gallery in
the Campbell Building. It will
be on exhibit through April 17.

Eastern to 'spotlight' campus
BY JESSICA HUUMS

Whals on Tap Editor

7 p.m.
The College of Business &
Technology will hold a session
called "Make the New Tax Codes
Work." To register for the session
call 622-8410.

Eastern's
upcoming
Spotlight Day could change
lives — it already has in past
years, as it marks a day when
many high school students
choose to make Eastern their
new home.
The second of Eastern's
Spring Spotlight Days will be
held from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Saturday in the O'Donnell
Auditorium of the Student
Services Building.
"Spotlight is Eastern's
largest on-campus recruitment program," said Nikki
Willis, special recruitment
coordinator.
She said the purpose of
the event is to "invite perspective students and their
families to experience firsthand what Eastern is all
about"
Students will also be able
to talk with admissions, housing and participate in a panel
discussion with current
Eastern students.
Eastern's Spotlight Days'
student panel is made up of a
diverse group of students
who represent various
aspects of campus life.
"It's an excellent opportunity for prospective students

SATURDAY
10 a.m.
Eastern women's tennis will play
Eastern Illinois University at
Martin Hall Tennis Courts.
Noon
The Eastern men's tennis will
play Eastern Illinois University at
Martin Hall Tennis Courts.
8 p.m.
The department of music will
present "Pops Spectacular" in
Brock Auditorium. Admission is
$5 for students and $10 for nonstudents. Proceeds will go to
musk- scholarships.
9 p.m.
Eastern Dance Theatre and
Bluegrass USABDA will sponsor
a ballroom dance in Weaver Gym.
Admission is $3 for students and
$7 for non-students.

Photo Subntftod

During Spotlight Days, prospective students and their famMes
can talk with faculty about various programs and services offered.
to interact with current students and find out their interests and why they chose
Eastern," Willis said.
The average Spotlight Day
turnout is 400 to 1,200 people.
"Once you can get a student on campus, we can sell
the Eastern experience,"
Willis said. "I feel confident
that being on campus makes
a difference."
That was the case for
sophomore Jessica Howell.

As a high school student,
Howell attended a Spotlight
Day on campus that led to
her college decision.
"I came to Spotlight (Day)
before coming to Eastern,
and it definitely helped me
decide to come here," Howell
said.
The Spotlight Day impacted Howell so much that she
wanted to become involved in
recruiting more students to
the university.
She now serves on the stu-

Jessica Mullins, editor

SUNDAY

PROGRESS

3:30 p.m.
Amy Schapiro~will be discussing her book. "Her Way."
the first written biography about
Millicent Fenwick. Fenwick. a
former Congresswoman from
New Jersey, is remembered as
the "pipe-smoking grandmother." The presentation will be in
the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building. Women's
Studies, the Honors Program,
the Department of Government
and the College of Justice and
Safety are sponsoring the event.

■

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Jessica
Muffins at 622-1872
or by e-mail at
progress@eku.edu.

dent panel, answering questions she herself asked just a
few years earlier.
The day's events start off
with registration and a continental breakfast, followed by
welcoming comments from
Eastern's faculty, including
President Glasser.
Then family and students
split up, as they participate in
interactive panel sessions for
both groups.
Parents and family members will be able to talk with
admissions, financial aid and
various other offices to bring
up any concerns or questions
they may have about the university or college process.
While on campus for the
day, prospective students and
their families can also take
campus tours, eat in the campus dining facilities and
attend the Student Services
Showcase.
The student alumni
ambassadors help with
events of the day as weJL
Students must pre-register
to attend Spotlight Days and
can do so via telephone at 1800-465-9191 or online at
www.enroHmenteku.edu/spo
aight_spring_20Q4.
Reach Jessica at
ftssica_muUins55@eku.edu

MONDAY
8 a.m.
There will be intramural ultimate Frisbee signups for both
men and women leagues in
Begley Room 202.

TUESDAY
2 p.m.
Eastern's Softball team will
play University of Dayton on
the Gertrude Hood Field.
2 p.m.
Eastern baseball team will play
University of Dayton at the
Turkey Hughes Field.

WEDNESDAY
2 p.m.
Eastern baseball team will play
Georgetown College at the
Turkey Hughes Field.

UPCOMING
The St. Louis Brass Quintet
will perform at 8 p.m. on
March 27 in the Brock
Auditorium.

CHUI*CH DIRE CT0RY
Abundant Life Ministries

First Baptist Church

l705ErvincRd

350 W Main at 1 ancaster Ave

Prayer Meeting A: Bible Study
'•. Ml p.m.

(classes tor all ages &

Phone: 859423-4028

Preschool I Inl.lren . >onih

nurseries available)
Phone: 859-625-5366

Sunday School: 9.40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. II a.m.

Activities 6:30 p.m.

Sunday school: 10 a.m.

& 6 p.m.

Sun. Morning Worship: 11 o.m.

Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.

St. Stephen Calhnlic Newman

Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.

S.IJ.B.S- 7:30 p.m. at BSl Center.

Center
405 1 niser.it> Dr

Radio Services: Weekdays ai 1:30

Supper and Bible Study

Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.

Phone:859-623-9400
SIMMs*) Ma— 5 p.m.

p.m. on WC'BR. II10 AM
Van nde» available on or off cam-

First Christiaa Church

pus. (Contact church & leave mes-

Main and 1 ancasti i St.

sage.)

Phone. 859423-4383
Early Worship 8:40 a.m

Kkx IIHI Avenue Christian

Church School 9:40ant

12V Big Hill Ave.

Morning Worship 10:40 am.

St. 1 honiHs Lutheran Church
12X5 Barne. Mill Rd.

Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)

EKl. Christian Connection
(for all students)

Phone: 839-623-7234
Stands) Iradiiional Service' 8:30

machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.

Tuesday 9 p.m.

a.m.

Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m.

First 1 micd Methodist Church
401 W Main ai 1 ancastcr An

Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering

Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Students

Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. ($1.00)
Newman \ight for all students:
Wed. 9 p.m.

Sunday School: 9:4) a.m.
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11
a.m

Phone: 859-623-3580

Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m.

Sunday morning worship services.

Call the office at one of the num-

Traditional service: 8:30 a.m.

bers listed above for transportation
to meetings.

Blended services): 1045 a.m
Sunday school: 9:35 a.m.

trinity t hurrh l'< V
115 Spongier Dr
(behind Pi//a hut off the by-pass>
Richmond, Ky 40475
Worship at 9:50 a.m.

Church of Christ

First Presbyterian Church

461 Tobiano (in Brook line Sub. off
Goggins Lane
West side 1-75)
'

(PCUSA)

Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6

Phone: 859-623-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 .i in

Wehpage.wildcalhlin■ som users. Inmly

Weekly Bihlc Study: Monday, 10
a.m . in the Church Parlor

a liberal, ethically based religion

family Night Supper (weekly and

pursuit of
religious truth outside the confiiK.

p.m.
College Bible Study
Wednesdays. 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
F.piscoaal Church ef Out Saviour
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N )
Phone:859-623-1226

Sunday School at 11:10 i m
Pastor C urt Gardnci
Phone 8)9-624-8910

330 W Mam St.

1 nilarian-l niverxaltsl Fellowship

free!) Wednesday, 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.

which oncourones ihe individual

of a particular doctrine Adult service, youth program, and preschool
care Sunday: IO-4« a.m. at 209

Sunday Worship: 8 30 a.m. and 11

Richmond First Church of the

a.m.
Adult Education- 9:30 am.

Nazarene

Si (leorgc Street. 1 or more informa-

136 Aspen Ave

tion log on to our website:

Phone: 859-623-5510

WWW. c.c«K iiies.com madisoncountyuu. or call (.22-1901 or 623-8238.

1405 Barnes Mill Rd.

Sunday School: 9.45 a_m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.

Phone: 859-624-9878

Sunday evening: 6 p.m.

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday': 7 p.m.

Sunday Worship: 8:27 a.m.. 10:45

Youth. College A Career. Children s

Arlington)

a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell

Programs

Mailing address: 1432 Fairlane Dr

groups: 7:00 pan.
College age fellowship activities.

Richmond Church sf Christ
713 W. Mam St.

Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:4) am. & 6

Fall and Spring Retreat
For free transportation to Sunday

Service. Sunday, Bible School 9
a.m.: Sunday worship 10 a.m.

p.m.
Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study:

services, call 859-624-9878

Sunday evening 6 p m
Wednesday Bible School 7 p.m.

7 p.m.
Transportation available

First Baptist Chorch

Colonels 1 nr Christ 9 p.m.

First Alliance Church

Corner of Fronds *

COMM

Bible Study.

Miursday
Powell Building

300 Francis St.
Robert R. Blythe. Pastor

Phone 623-8)35

Phone: 859-624-2045

Red House Baptist Charch

Sunday School: 9: JO am.

2301 Red House Rd.

Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m.

Adam Doolcy. Pastor
Phone 859-623-8471

(classes for all ages).

College & Career Bible Study
9:30 a.m.

11st Friday of each month).

End of Bcnnmgton Ct. (across from

Phone: 859-623-0382

Street

1st Friday Prayer Circle: noon

Wi-sisidc Christian Church

Sunday W'orship:9 15 & 10 45 am
Sunday School 9 15 4 1045 am

Finding cash for college is
child's play.
Register now and search thousands of
scholarships worth over $3 billion

www.easternprogress.com/scholarships
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Megan Hansen, editor
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Program honors, studies
what makes great teachers
Bv MEGAN HANSEN
Around & About editor

I
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Eastern is turning loo in
2006. and as part of the centennial celebration the College of
Education is collecting memories of great teachers,
"We are doing this because
Eastern began as a teacherpreparation institute." said Mark
Wasicsko, dean of the College of
Education.
Great
Teachers/Great
Memories is hoping to collect
between 5.000 and 10.000
accounts of great teachers and
the qualities that make them
great teachers over the next two
years.
Teachers need to be patient
and understanding." said Andrea
Pinkston. a senior elementary
education
major
from
Springfield. They need to have
different methods of teaching to
serve all children."
The program is not limited to
just Eastern. The project has
already gone statewide, and at
the end of the month the project
is going nationwide. There will
be an advertisement publicizing
Eastern's efforts in the March
29 education edition of
Newsweek magazine.
Wasicsko said the ad will
reach about 10 million people.
The College of Education is
considering going international
with the project to gel a wider
perspective on what makes
teachers great.
IVior research shows teachers need to be knowledgeable
and they need to teach in a
meaningful, fun manner,
explained Wasicsko.
"Teachers also have to have a
certain disposition about them,"
Wasicsko said.
Eastern was the first university in the country to integrate
teacher disposition into their

teacher education program.
Once the College of
Education has collected all the
accounts of great teachers, an
empirical study will be done on
what qualities make great teachers. There will be a factor analysis on what makes a teacher
great and what quality people
find most important in their
teachers. Wasicsko said.
The information gathered
from the study will be used to
improve Eastern's teacher education program. Wasicsko said.
The College of Education is
planning to publish articles
about its findings to help other
schools improve their teacher
education programs.
To my knowledge no one
has done a nationwide study of
what makes teachers great,"
Wasicsko said.
Wasicsko wants Easturn students to get involved with this
project
"We would love to hear from
Eastern students, especially if
they went to school in Kentucky.
We want to hear about what mey
think makes a teacher great."
Wasicsko said.
The College of Education is
considering giving awards such
as teacher of the year for teachers they consider outstanding
through the submissions they
receive.
Wasicsko will be using both
undergraduate and graduate students to help him read through
all the submissions.
"We are going to try to use
some classes," Wasicsko said.
Eor more information go to
the great teachers Web site
www.education.eku.edu/favorite
teacher.

Reach Megan at
megan_hanseH4iieku.edu

SAA celebrates
St Patrick's Day,
members work
BY STEPHANIE SCHELL

Staff writer

A toga party and St.
Patrick's Day-what is the connection between the two?
The
Student
Alumni
Ambassadors are uniting the
two themes for their upcoming

soda! event

From 9—11 p.m. on Friday
in the Weaver Gymnasium, the
student alumni ambassadors
are having a toga party.
The toga party is in honor
of St. Patrick's Day for the 89
members of the organization.
Membership Chairman
Justin Schriver admitted the
two themes do not traditionally
go together.
"Someone just mentioned a
toga party." Schriver said. "It
Photo illustration by Nathan Gray/ProgrtM
sounded like fun."
Tile toga party is being held SAA members Jeff Jackson, Katie Brown and Amy Carberry model the togas they will be wearing for the
in order to thank all those who toga party to celebrate work they do with SAA The toga party is Friday from 9-11 p.m.
have put in the hard work for
the
Student
Alumni campouts and cookouts for ed by the Student Alumni Fabrics and Wal-Mart have St
Ambassadors
previous social held by mem- Ambassadors.
Patrick's Day material that will
"We have socials and get- bers of the Student Alumni
"We do fund-raisers and make festive togas.
togethers to get to know one Ambassadors.
care packages to raise funds;
"You have to dress in a
another better." Schriver said.
Student
Alumni we have dues," Schriver said.
toga." Carberry said. "We do
"This one is in honor of St. Ambassadors relay alumni
Eastern has approximately prefer some type of under garPatrick's Day."
back to Eastern after gradua- 60 alumni ambassadors, and ments."
The toga party was some- tion, serve tours on campus each ambassador is allowed to
From green punch to green
thing the organization had not for potential students, do vol- invite one guest.
togas, this group plans to hold
done before. According to Amy unteer work at football games
Carberry is helping coordi- nothing back when they honor
Carberry. treasurer and part of and work with incoming, pre- nate the toga party, and she St. Patrick's Day.
the membership committee, it sent and past Eastern stu- offered some tips to anyone
"Everything is going to be
is a much bigger deal than the dents.
who plans to attend.
green," Carberry said.
bowling or service activities
"We serve students in any
"Wear something green,"
the organization has been way possible," Schriver said.
Carberry said. "Create your
doing in the past.
The toga party is complete- own toga."
Reach Stephanie at
The organization has had ly planned, organized and fundShe suggested Hancock
Stephanie _schell@eku. edu

Colonel Tennis
vs. Eastern Illinois
Saturday,
March 20th
Women's 10:00 am
Men's 12:00 pm
Greg Adams
Tennis Center

Colonel Baseball
vs. Cedarville
Tuesday, March 23rd
2:00 pm
vs. Georgetown
Wednesday, March 24th
2:00 pm
Turkey Hughes Field

Colonel Softball
Home Opener
vs. Dayton
Doubleheader
Tuesday, March 23rd
2:00 pm
Gertrude Hood Field
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Quest

Colonels'

Lady Colonels fall short
BY JILL STWSOW

Assistant sports editor

Junior forward Miranda Eckerle goes by a Tennessee Tech defender
i6 the semifinal round of the OVC toumamenl. Eckerle averaged 8.3
i»infs and four rebounds in the conference tourney.

The women's basketball
team ended its season only one
win away from OVC tournament championship over spring
break when they fell 65-51 to
the No. 1 seed Austin Peay. The
sixth-seeded Lady Colonels
ended the year with a 15-15
record.
"We didn't play at the highest level all year, but we did
when it counted." head coach
I -ii r > Inman said.
This was just the second
time a six seed has made it to
the OVC finals. Senior guard
Katie Kelly was named to the
All-Tournament team for
Eastern Kentucky. Kelly, who
poured in 30 points in Friday's
semifinal against Tennessee
Tech, finished with 18 points
and a team-high seven
rebounds in the loss to Austin
Peay.
Kelly wrapped up her career
at Eastern as the all-time career
free-throw percentage leader,
second all-time in assists,
fourth in scoring and eleventh
in steals. Omni McCluney,
Alicia Hinion and l.cigh Carr
will also end their careers as
I.ady Colonels with impressive
contributions.
After posting a 46.4 percent
field-goal percentage in the first
half, the Lady Colonels struggled on offense and managed
just 23.3 percent from the field
in the second half. The I.ady
Govs out-rebounded Eastern

42-31. including 28-19 offensive
boards.
Freshman Fatai Hala'api'api
finished with eight points and
three blocked shots to add to
her single-season record, giving her 51 for the season and
moving her to fifth on the
career list at Eastern. Junior
Candis Cook added seven
points and was one shy of a
career-high with six assists, all
in the first half. Junior Pam
Garrett chipped in with five
rebounds and four points in the
loss.
As the Lady Colonels
wrapped up their season, they
will continue to watch many of
the teams they faced throughout the season keep playing.
"This is the toughest schedule we've ever had in the history of women's basketball at
Eastern," Inman said.
Seven teams from the Lady
Colonel schedule are participating in the post season tournament. This is evidence of the
type of competition Eastern
played this season, according to
Inman.
Because of the toughness
they had faced all year, Inman
said the I.ady Colonels knew
they were capable of beating
everyone in the conference.
"Our kids refused to loose.
They decided they didn't want
(heir season to be over," Inman
said.
However, in the end, the
I.ady Colonels ran out of energy after having been on the
road for more than a week.

Senior guard Katie Kelly goes up for a jumper against Tennessee
Tech. Kelly scored 63 points in the conference tournament.

The way Eastern finished
this season should be a preview
of what is to come next year.
"We have a good nucJeusurf
kids coming back," Inman said.
Even though the Lady
Colonels are losing several
players who played big roles in
the program, Inman knows the
returning players will step up

and fill the gaps. The Lady
Colonels will get a full recruiting class in the coming year,
and Inman said he hopes some
of those players can come in
and contribute right away.
Reach Jill at
jilljstinson 7iteku. edu

Eastern ends season with loss to Peay
Tooo PURVIS
Sports editor
BY

;ui(l grabbed six boards.

The Colonel basketball
team's season came to an end
March 5 when they fell to the
top-seeded Governors of
Austin Peay in the semi-finals
of, the conference tournament
by a score of 62-57. The loss
to Austin Peay marked the
third time the Colonels have
fallen to the Governors this
season.
Eastern led for the majority
of the first half to give them a
34-32 lead at the break, but a
jumper by Austin Peay guard
Rhet Wierzba with 19:14 left in
the game gave the Governors
the lead for good. Eastern cut
the lead to one on a number of
occasions throughout the se<
dnd half, but they could never
close the gap completely as
Austin Peay ended up pulling
out the five-point victory.
The Colonels were led in
the game by the play ol
sophomore guard Matt Win
who poured in 23 points.
while senior center Jon
Bentley scored 11 points and
collected eight rebounds.
Freshman forward Julian
Mascoll tossed in II) points

The Governors were led
by junior guard Anthony
Davis who finished with 16
points, while Wierzba finished with 12 points in the
game, Senior forward Adrian
Henning finished with 10
points and nine rebounds.
Eastern finished the regular season with an overall
record of 14-15 and a conference record of 8-8.
"I think we made a lot of
strides this year. This is the
most games thai we've won
in about 12 years, and this is
the best conference record
that we've had in a long
time," coach Travis Ford
said. "We made a lot of
strides in the basketball program and obviously played
our best basketball at the
end of the year, so there's no
question thai we made a step
upward."
Eastern's record improved
from last season, when the
Colonels finished the season
with an overall record of
11-17. and a conference
record of 5-11. Last season
the Colonels were knocked
out of the conference tournament in the first round, once

Coach Travis Ford discusses a call with an official in the Colonels
62-57 toss to the Governors.

Photos by Brett Gibson/Progress

again by Austin Peay, by a
score of 83-80.
"It's always encouraging to
have a good year. I told our
players that it's a true case of
hard work paying off, from
our coaching staff to the players," Ford said. "If you do
things the right way and keep
striving to reach your goals
and keep working hard, good
things happen."
This season Eastern was
led by Witt, the Colonel floor
general who averaged 15.6
points and 5.5 assists per
game.
"Matt had a very good second half of the year. I thought
that he really matured a lot,"
Ford said. "We rely on him to
do a lot. and he stepped up
and gave us a lot."
Bentley also led the
Colonels with 13.4 points and
six rebounds per contest.
"Jon Bentley was very consistent throughout the whole
year," Ford said.
Junior forward Michael
Haney finished the year averaging 11.3 points and just over
six rebounds per outing.
"Michael Haney played well
for us this year," Ford said.
Junior guard Ben Rushing
knocked down 68 three pointers on the season and averaged 9.6 points per game.
"Ben Rushing had a great
second half of the year," Ford
said.
Ford cited the team's balance as one of its keys to SUCCCSS.
"This team had great
strengths; guys that could
rebound, guys that could
defend, guys that could score
and each player had their own
strength and they played up to
their Strength," he said.
Tin- Colonels will lose five
Seniors: Bentley. Mike Scott.
Tim Volpenhein, Champ
Slaughter
and
Damian Freshman Julian Mascoll goes for
McPherson.
"We've got some big spots
"We've got some young
to fill; we've got some serious players that didn't play a lot
talent that we're going to have this year, like Mike Brock,
to replace. Some of our young Brandon
Moore
and
kids are going to have to step Mamadou because he was
up and play." Ford said.
injured, but we've got some
Next season. Eastern will serious basketball players
return nine players from this returning," Ford said.
year's team.
Ford and the Colonels feel

a layup against Austin Peay. Mascoll had 10 points and six rebounds.

as if they have achieved their
goals from this year's preseason.
"We wanted to get a home
seed and be a top-four seed,
and we did, and then we
made it to Nashville." Ford
said. "This year was very. .
very encouraging and we def-

initely took a step forward
and hopefully we can continue the progress of heading
up the ladder."

Reach Todd at
toddj)urvis I tleku. edu
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Eastern seeks
'revenge' in
Fla. tourney
-a
BY JILL STWSON

Assistant sports editor

The men's golf team will travel to Citrus Springs, Ma., to the
El Diablo Intercollegiate
Tournament on Saturday and
Sunday. The tournament will
have a highly competitive field
and will be the third tournament
of the spring for Eastern-and
their second in Florida.
Other notable teams that will
compete in this tournament
include Marshall, who is hosting
the tournament. Ball State,
I.ouisville, Wright State, Miami
(Ohio) and Akron
The Colonels finished 13th in
the tournament last year.
According to coach Pat
Stephens, basically the same
team will compete in the tournament again this year. The team
has gained confidence since last
year and has experience with the
course.
The 13th place finish should
definitely be improved," he said.
The men's golf team is coming off a week in Florida where
they finished the Big Red
Classic in seventh place.
"The 307 we posted the first
round was probably the highest
round we've had in a year and a
half," Stephens said.
The Colonels finished the
tournament with a three-round
combined score of 901. 14 shots
behind tournament winner
Methodist College and finished
only three strokes out of fourth
place.
Drew Alexander turned in the
low round in the final day for
Eastern, carding a 74. Alexander
finished the tournament at 226
and tied for 23rd place overall.
Alexander posted the third-best
total score for the Colonels at the
end of the tournament
"I thought we were still a little
rusty, but I think our games will
come around for next weekend,"
Alexander said.
Brandon Brown and Patrick
Williams ended the event as the

I thought we
were still a little
rusty, but I think
our games will
come around for
next weekend.

—Drew Alexander
Senior golt team member

»

Progress File Photo
Senior intielder Jonathan Woodard attempts to tag a runner out in a
game earlier this year. Woodard is hitting .583 on the year, with three

Baseball team wins 9 of last 101
BY TODO PURVIS

team's low men. After shooting a
final-round 75, Williams's threeround tally was 224. Brown posted a 78 in the last round, also
giving him a 224 total.
Tyler Cain shot 78 over the
final 18 holes, leaving him with a
score of 231 and putting him in a
tie for 40th place. Also competing for the Colonels were Josh
Crutcher, who carded a 76 on
Sunday to finish at 232 and tied
for 45th place, and Robbie
Baldwin, who shot 79 to complete the tournament at 239 and
in a tie for 69th.
This was a wake-up call for
our guys to get more focused in
getting out of the box early,"
Stephens said. "Our goal this
coming weekend is to get a
good score right away."
After having the winter off,
the men need to get back into
the frame of mind of winning,
according
to
Stephens.
Sometimes you just can't explain
things because golf is such a
mental game.
"Our guys want revenge in
Florida and are really excited
about going again this weekend," Stephens said.
Reach Jill at
JHl^stmson 7@eku. edm

doubles and one home run on the season. The Colonels return to
action this Sunday when they take on Western Kentucky University.

Sports editor

The Eastern baseball team
has continued to roll throughout this season, as they have
posted a record of 9-1 over
the past two weeks. The
Colonels
traveled
to
Bradenton. Fla., over spring
break where they played in
the Florida All-Star Baseball
Challenge. On the road trip.
Eastern posted a record of
7-1, their lone loss coming
from a 3-0 shutout by Rhode
Island.
"In the Rhode Island game,
we hit balls right on the
screws, but we hit it right at
people; a foot here or a foot
there and it would have been
a different game," coach Elvis
Dominguez said. "We went
down there this year and beat
teams from the Atlantic 10
and teams from the MAC,
which were really quality
wins."
Before hitting the road, the
Colonels edged the Grizzles
of Oakland University in two
games by scores of 10-9 and
22-18 at Turkey Hughes
Field.
The Colonels boosted their
overall record to 12-2 on the
season wkh » ?»2/victory over

Vermont, which capped off a
three-game winning streak.
"Our guys are playing with
a little bit of purpose right
now," Dominguez said.
Eastern was led by freshman pitcher Chris Grider,
who gave up only two hits and
one earned run in six innings
of work. Grider fanned 1 1
Vermont batters.
"We got a great pitching
performance from Chris
Grider," Dominguez said.
The Colonels picked up the
first lead of the game when
Bryan Stevenson knocked in
Will Whisenant on a RBI double that gave Kastern the 1-0
lead in the bottom of the second.
The Colonels added a couple more runs in the fifth
when Stephen Carter singled,
then stole second and scored
off of a RBI single by Brett
Bolger. Derrick Bussell then
singled and he and Bolger
advanced to second and third
off of a Vermont error. Neil
Sellers then picked up a sacrifice fly that brought in Bolger
and gave the Colonels the 3-0
lead.
"Any time you give your
starting pitcher a little cushion to work with, it really
eases it up for him and lets

him concentrate on one hitter
at a time," Dominguez said.
The Catamounts scored in
the top of the sixth, then
Eastern responded with a run
of their own when Sellers
picked up another RBI as he
sent Bussell home on a fielder's choice, that put Eastern
ahead 4-1.
The Colonels picked up
two more runs in the seventh
as Stevenson picked up another RBI double that scored
Whisenant. Bussell then
walked and advanced to second, as Whisenant advanced
to third on a wild pitch. Carter
then laid down a squeeze bunt
that scored Whisenant and
gave Eastern the 6-1 lead.
In the eighth Vermont
added another run. but the
Colonels responded with one
of their own when Sellers
picked up a walk, stole second
and third, then scored on a
RBI single from Chris Clark,
giving Eastern the 7-2 victory.
"We were solid defensively
and we executed real well."
Dominguez said. They had a
good kid on the mound and
whenever we got a chance, we
found a way to put a run or
two on the board. When you
play eight games you are

physically and mentally tired
a little bit. but we found a way
to get it done, and right now it
seems to be falling right into
place for us."
-.-.
The Colonels were led by
Whisenant, who was four-offive with two runs scored,
while Stevenson was two-forfive with two doubles, two
RBI's and one run scored.
Eastern also picked up
wins in their previous two
games
over
Fairleigh
Dickinson by a score of 14-1
and over Bowling Green by a
score of 2-1.
"We were on a nine-game
winning streak, and it hasn't
been the same guy one or two
games in a row. it hasn't been
the same guy carrying us,"
Dominguez said. "It's just
been one guy after the other
that has really been able to do
it at the plate offensively."
The Colonels will return to
action at 3 p.m. this Sunday
when they travel to Bowling
Green to take on the
Hilltoppers of Western
Kentucky. Eastern returns
home Tuesday when they
host Cedarville University at 2

•g
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p.m.

Reach Todd at „,.
todd_purvisl@ehu.i'
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Tennis teams take court in Fla.
BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Sports Writer

«—
The Eastern men's and
women's tennis teams were
both in action over spring break
in St. Augustine. Fla
The men return after winning two out of three and
improving to 8-3 on the year.
The women were winless in
their three matches and fall to 75.
Eastern men's team battled
Flagler College on March 8 and
emerged victorious as John
Kellert. Mario Simic. Chase
Armstrong and Billy Pfaffinger
all notched singles victories.
Eastern also won the doubles
point as Kellert/Cheng,
Wospil/Pfaffinger.
and
SimkVArmstrong were all victorious.
Eastern took On Valparaiso
on March 9 and extended their
winning streak to six with a
close 4-3 victory. Singles victories by Kellert, Armstrong, and

Even in our 4-3
loss to Hampton
we really played
some good
tennis.

—Rob Oertel
Head tennis coach

»
Jacques had the match tied at 33. Eastern then swept the doubles matches to earn the point
and emerge with the 4-3 victory.
March 10 pitted Eastern
against Hampton University.
Wospil and Jacques nabbed wins
for the Colonels in singles
action. The doubles teams of
Kellert/Cheng
and
Wospil/Pfaffinger also were the
victors. Hampton proved to be
too much for Eastern to handle

and snapped the Colonels win
streak at six.
"We are really steam rolling
along," coach Rob Oertel said of
his men's team. "Even in our 4-3
loss to Hampton we really
played some good tennis."
Eastern sophomore John
Kellert was 30 in doubles and 21 in singles play over the break.
"John Kellert won the clinching match against Valpo. He was
the player of the trip." Oertel
said.
Women's Match
The women's team did not
fare as well as the men on the
trip, going 0-3 and bringing their
overall record to 7-5.
In their first match on March
8, Eastern was defeated by
Flagler College, 4-3. Lucia
Vojtkova, Terin Roof and Janina
Dickardt were all victorious in
singles action, but Flagler swept
the doubles matches to earn the
victory.
The second match of the
week for the women's team had

them up against a tough UNCWilmington team. UNCW swept
the singles matches handing
Eastern their second loss in two
clays by a score of w).
It was more of the same
when Eastern faced Hampton
University on March 10.
Dickhardt had the lone singles
victory for Eastern as Hampton
won easily 5-1.
"Overall. 7-5 is still pretty
good." Oertel said of his
women's team. "Hampton's
women were really tough.
Flagler could have went either
way. We could have easily been
1-2 on the trip. We are still
exceeding expectations and well
keep the train rolling down the
track."
The I.ady Colonels took on
conference rival Morehead State
yesterday at the Greg Adams
Indoor Tennis Center.
Reach lirandon at
brandon robertsrteku.edu

Nathan Gray/Progress
Freshman tennis player Lucia Vojtkova returns a shot yesterday
against conference rival Morehead State

Softball team takes eight straight
BY TOOO PURVIS

Sports editor

Progress File Photo
Senior shortstop Diana Barreras throws a ball to first at a practice eartier
this year. Barreras was one-for-three against Sacred Heart last Friday.

The Colonel Softball team
traveled to Kissimmee. Fla.. to
play in the Rebel Games, where
they got off to a slow start by
dropping their first two games of
the tournament but then
bounced back and won eight
straight to finish off the tournament with a record of 8-2.
"We lost our first two games,
so to be able to bounce back the
rest of the week was huge."
coach Jane Worthington said.
Eastern's last victory came
over Sacred Heart by a score of
8-0 Friday.
"I think that was probably the
best game that we have played
all year, both offensively, defensively, and our pitcher did an
outstanding
game."
Worthington said.
The Colonels were led by
freshman pitcher Kindal
Kincaid. who sat down the first
nine batters she faced.
In the bottom of the third.
Eastern then put their first run
on the board when Kelli
Bromley picked up a one-out single, then advanced to second as
Jennifer Norris followed her up
with a single to put runners at
first and second. Adriel Foxley

then picked up a walk to leave
the bases loaded for Ashley
Totten. Totten picked up the sacrifice fly to right field, which
brought Bromley to the plate for
the firsl run of the game and
gave the Colonels the early 1-0
lead.
«. Eastern then tallied another
run in the fourth as Barreras
picked up an RBI on a groundout to second when Amy
Mayrhofer crossed the plate
after she led the inning off with
a walk.
Kincaid had remained perfect throughout the game until
she gave up a single in the sixth
to Tiffanie Cross-Monzo. but
that was the only hit that she
allowed Sacred Heart lo pk'k up
in the game. The Colonel
defense then retired the side
and exploded in the bottom half
of the sixth inning.
Mayrhofer opened the inning
with a triple, then scored when
Alysha Jones doubled. Jen
Christiansen then singled,
which put runners at the corners. Barreras kept the rally
alive with a single that scored
Jones and moved Christiansen
to second and gave Eastern the
4-0 lead.
Bromley then singled the
fifth consecutive hit for Eastern.

which moved Christiansen to
third and Barreras to second.
Foxley then singled which
scored Christiansen and
brought Totten to the plate,
where she doubled and picked
up two RBI's and gave the
Colonels the 7-0 lead.
Eastern then scored its final
run of the contest when
Anderson brought Totten to the
plate, who hit into a fielder's
choice and gave the Colonels
the 8-0 vktory.
The Colonels were led by
Bromley and Jones who both
picked up three hits each, while
Christiansen picked two hits in
the contest.
"Bromley and Jones did a
g«K)d job." Worthington said. "It
was a real team effort this weekend."
Kincaid pitched six scoreless
innings of work in which she
allowed one hit and struck out
five batters. Her performance in
the Rebel Games last week
earned her the honors of being
named the OVC Softball Pitcher
of the Week.
"Kindal had a very good
game, she's been really good all
year. She's not a pitcher that is
overpowering, but she figures
out a way to get it done,"
Worthington said. "She has pin-

point control and her ball moves
so much that nobody can really
tee-off on her or hit her solid,
and we have a good defense
behind her that can pick it up
and throw people out"
Also leading the way for the
Colonels was Barreras, who was
one-for-three in the contest, but
played well throughout the tournament,
according
to £<
Worthington.
"Barreras had a couple of
really
good
games," :->
Worthington said. "She has a
tendency to get on base and
then she is at third before anyone even notices, between steaV
ing bases or just from smart,
heads-up base running, and that r-^.
sets the tone, and everyone else
seems to jump on board."
Prior to this game, Eastern
had picked up seven straight
wins before losing two to
George Mason and Providence,
The Colonels' solid play in
the Rebel Games boosted thenoverall record to 14-6 on the
season.
Eastern returns to action this
Saturday when they will travel to
Louisville to take on Toledo at 11
a.m. ______^_^__
Reach Todd at
toddJ>urvisl@eku.edu
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BIG LOVE:

little Lady Colonels
fan finish 11th in

Youngster
finds joy
in hoops

BY JILL S™SON

Assistant sports editor

Bv BRANDON ROBERTS
Sports Writer

Joseph Stephens, a fifth-grader at Kil Carson Elementary and
son of Eastern golf coaches Pat
and Joni Stephens, loves Eastern
athletics, particularly basketball.
Joseph, 11. was born with a
rare genetic deformity called
Apert Syndrome. Approximately
1 in 160.000 children are born
with this malformation. Apert
Syndrome causes deformations
of me skull, mid-face, hands and
feet.
Joseph has undergone over
50 surgeries due to Apert
Syndrome. The most recent of
these surgeries took place the
first of December of this past
year. Joseph spent 14 hours on
the operating table during the
surgery. At the conclusion of the
surgery, a two-day stay in the
Intensive Care Unit at the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center followed. Joseph was
then released from 1CU and put
into a regular room.
At approximately 8:30 p.m.. a
nurse entered Joseph's room
and notified him that "a bunch of
really tall basketball players"
were there to see him. Coach
Travis Ford and the rest of the
Eastern men's basketball team
came in the room, "It was a really touching moment." his father.
Pal Stephens, said describing
the event, "it meant a lot to
Joseph."
"He was really excited about
this season." Pat said.
Joseph received gifts from
coaches and players that he
cherishes. Some of the gifts he
received were pair of game
shorts from sophomore guard
Matt Witt, and a schedule poster
signed by Ford
"Hie visit from Travis and the
players really got him through a
tough lime, Pat said. "He really
started improving after that, his
mood started to change. We
really appreciate everything."
Joseph's favorite Colonel is
freshman forward Julian
Mascoll.
"I was intrigued by his situation." said Mascoll. "He gives me
strength when I get tired, he
makes our problems look

Brooke Shepherd Progress
Joseph Stephens. 11. sits on the floor at McBrayer arena with freshman basketball player Julian Mascoll
Stephens is one of 160.000 children bom with Apert Syndrome, which causes deformations of the skull,
face, hands and feet. Stephens is a fan of Eastern athletics, particularly basketball.

aHe gives me strength when I get tired,
he makes our problems look minute. I
try to do everything for the kid.
—Julian Mascoll
Eastern basketball player

»
minute. I try to do everything for
this kid."
Joseph's ailment makes him
unable to do physical activities,
but there is nothing physically
required to love the game of basketball.
"He loves basketball more
than anyone I've ever met. He
makes every home game."
Mascoll said. "I try to play hard
for him, especially against Austin
Peay. he shares that rivalry with
us."
Joseph was on the bus with
the team when they traveled to
Nashville to take on AI"SU during the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament this season, which
was good for the moral of the
team, as well as for Joseph.
"He gives me a drive when I
need to look for one," Mascoll
said. "He's always on my mind,
and I pray for him every night.
One can't help but fall in love
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with a kid like that."
Ford got really attached In
Joseph during basketball camp,
"He has incredible spirit, and
is very fun to be around." Ford
said "He is never in a bad mood,
and has handled adversity better
than anyone I have ever met "
It was obvious while talking
to Ford thai he had become very
fond of Joseph.
"He doesn't let his physical
incapabilities hold him back,"
Ford said "He is the funniest kid
I have ever talked to, and probably the smartest as well."
When I s|X)ke with Joseph he
was sporting his EKU basketball
shorts, and came in bouncing a
basketball.
"He is the biggest EKU fan I
have ever met, and as much a
part of this program as I am."
F'ord said. "He has an amazing
outlook on everything."
His parents say that the bas-

ketball team has hcl|x-d him get
through this tough lime
"He gels upset when they
lose in anything," Pat said
On their recent trip to
Nashville to watch the Eastern
vs. AI*si I game in the I >VC tournament Joseph offered a bit of
advice to Eastern's players after
their loss. He vjienl into the locker room "to see Julian" and said
proudly. "It's not the end of the
world guys, you played hard."
"The basketball team has
basically hel|>ed him be healthy.
and we appreciate it." Joni said.
Joseph's game shorts are his
favorite gift that he has received;
he wears them all (he time. He
plans to get his sh(X's signed by
Julian whenever they get a special kind of pen to do it with.
"I like their shooting and
their personalities," Joseph said
of his love of the basketball
team.
Along with his Eastern game
shorts and his maroon button-up
shirt, hi' also had on a pair of
basketball shoes. | ;isk him what
lie called his shoes, he looked at
his shoes, then looked at me and
replied, "These are my Air
Julian's."

Kearh Hrandmi at
brandun robertsii.eku.edu

The women's golf team
teed off their spring season
on Monday and Tuesday in
the El Diablo Intercollegiate
Tournament where they finished in 11th place on
Tuesday afternoon.
The team's first outing of
tin' spring saw the Lady
Colonels finish their second
round in the morning before
completing the 54-hole event
that afternoon. Eastern's final
tally in the tournament was
972. Western Carolina won
the event with a score of 918.
The Lady Colonels ended
day one in 7th place, but
were only 10 shots behind
the leader and only five
strokes out of the top five.
Eastern carded a secondround total of 336, with no
player finding a way to
record a score in the 70s.
Western Carolina put the finishing touches on the championship in the third round,
shooting a tournament low
297, leaving the other teams
to play for second place.
The Lady Colonels were
led by I,eah I ai kin. who shot
a 54-hole total of 242
after recording a 78 in the
final round. I.arkin completed
the event in a tie for 34th
place.
Kelly Flynn finished tied
for 36th overall, carding consecutive 83s in the final two
rounds for a total of 243.
Jennifer Sullivan was the next
low player for the ladies,
scoring 244 over the tournament's 54 holes.
Brittainy
Klein
and
Tamara Thompson rounded
out Lvastern's scoring with
250 and 257. Beth Van Hoose
also played as an individual
for the I.ady Colonels, finishing the event tied for 74th
with a final score of 257.
The I.ady Colonels shot an
opening round total of 318
during the opening 18 holes
of competition, putting them.
only 10 shots behind leader,
Yale. The team's second
round was shortened due to
rain, but that round was
scheduled for completion on
Tuesday as well as the final
18 holes of the tournament.
Eastern was paced by
Kelly Flynn's opening round
77. putting her in a tie for
12th place. Nipping at Flynn's

U
I was pleased
with the way we
played in the
tournament as a
whole, especially
since it was our
first tournament
of the spring
—Joni Stephens
Head women's golf coach

»
heels was Jennifer Sullivan,
who carded a 79 on the day,
leaving her in a tie for 22nd.
Leah Larkin and Brittainy
Klein each shot 81 on the
day, placing them tied for
35th. Tamara Thompson tallied an opening loop of 95,
tying her for 91st place.
"I was pleased with the
way we played in the tournament as a whole especially
since it was our first tournament of the spring," said
Stephens.
The girls spent several
days preparing for the tournament in Florida and were
able to get off to a better
start this spring. However,
Stephens said that she
thought the girls began to
get a little tired and therefore, made some mental mistakes in their second day performances.
"In our second round we
fizzled." said Stephens.
The Colonels were able to
make a good showing in their
first tournament. According
to Stephens, the girls are
much further along this year.
They have more confidence
and got off to a much better
start this spring than last
year.
The Lady Colonels will
return to the links for their
next tournament on
March 27 through March
29 at the Saluki Invitational in
Carbondale. 111.

Reach Jill at
jill_stinson 7@eku. edu

Congratulations
to the new initiates of
yf\ Kappa Alpha Theta!
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Richmond Mall
Call 624-0066
Walk-ins Welcome!

ReGIS
SaLONS
The Cu» & Color Exports

Martha Abbott
Megan Adkins
Karen Asher
Christy Barr
Samantha Casey
Erin Espelage

Ashley Ferguson
Katie Gruenwald
Lindsay Morris
Sara Purcell
Emily Richert
Sara Schlotterbeck

Who's That?

Roger Lee Osborne, editor
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Professor a fixture in White House
BY ROPER LEE OSBORNE

Who's That? editor

An Eastern faculty member
since last fall. Mike Hesse has
worked on some of the most
noted and national events
involving public relations
assistance.
Hesse's career choice has
taken him to different types
of public relations, ranging
from government to corporate. While attending college
he had the opportunity to
meet President Lyndon B.
Johnson through an undergraduate program.
"You went and attended a
series of meetings and you
got to meet some of the cabinet people ... and eventually
the highlight was to meet
President Johnson," Hesse
said. "Once I was in there and
was in that trapping and in
that setting I said, 'At some
point in my life I'm going to
get back here.'"
His hopes of getting back
to the White House and working in political public relations
would come true in the future
thanks to what he calls "luck."
While teaching at the
University of Maryland,
Hesse met a man who worked
at the White House. Hesse
was invited to bring his class
on a tour, and what came next
is history.
"One thing led to another
and I started working with the
Carter White House and
doing public relations, communications, consulting and
advising," Hesse said.
Hesse's government public
relations job allowed him to
Brooke Shepherd/Progress work with many administrations because most of the
Mike Hesse joined Eastern's faculty last fall teaching public relations in the communication department. positions are permanent and
do not change with each new
Hesse's career choice has allowed him to work political and government public relations

uI've had the
opportunity to
do lots of
things. It has
been great
experiences
and I have
worked with
great people.
—Mike Hesse
Public Relations
instructor

»
administration. From that
experience he has worked an
assortment of campaigns,
even presidential races.
"I've done local and all the
way to national. I'm working
on some local and national
campaigns right now," he
said, without wanting to
reveal which presidential candidate he is working with.
Although Hesse has
worked for various levels of
government, he has worked
on national events like the
bombing at the 1996 summer
Olympics, which he admits
could have gone a little differently.
"We sat around for hours
discussing things we should
be doing as opposed to saying, 'Okay, we've got 10 minutes, let's make a decision
and do something right now,'"
Hesse said. "As a result it's
still in the back of people's

minds: What really happened?'"
Even though the Olympic
bombing didn't have a quick
public response, Hesse, cites
the 1982 case on which he
consulted with the company
CEO. when contaminated
Tylenol resulted in seven
deaths in the United States.
"It was apparent that something had to be done," he
said. "The answer was clear.
To tell the truth and to protect the consumer and protect
the company from going
down the tube."
He has also worked at CBS
with Walter Cronkite. Hesse
advises that writing is one of
the most important skills to
have while working in the
public relations field and any
communication career.
"Those people know how
to write. It was an experience
and (I) couldn't pass it up,"
he said. "I've had the opportunity to do lots of things. It
has been great experiences
and I have worked with great
people."
Hesse received his doctorate from the University of
Wisconsin and has been
teaching and working in public relations ever since.
For someone whose
resume includes working at
the White House and CBS
news, what are his hopes for
the future?
"My dream is to have
every one of my seniors get a
job," Hesse said. "You got to
be good to do that. If people
are trained properly and they
are really serious about their
occupation, they can do it."
Reach Roger l*e at
roger_osborne2Xieku.edu

Do you know the perfect person for
Who's That? If so e-mail Roger Lee at roger_08borne2deku.edu
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In the

Vines wrap up new record

Oound
OBooth
with Katie
Weitkamp

BY SEAN WILLIAMS

Staff writer

Igniting the rock music scene
and the Billboard charts of 2001.
unlike many of the other notorious
"The" bands. The Vines left the
music scene in an uproar. First the
band put on insanely unruly shows
all year long during 2001, then disappeared after singer/guitarist
Craig Nicholls had a nervous
breakdown leading to a fight midconcert with bassist Patrick
Matthews.
The Vines patched up its differences during a long postponement
of touring, and in 2004, after the
success of its debut album
"Highly Kvolved." The Vines
return with its sophomore album
"Winning Days." Where "Highly
Evolved" remained rough around
the edges and heavy throughout
the album. Nicholls and company
pick up the acoustic guitars more
often than not in their follow-up
excursion and stick with softer
tones of rock.

Curiosity sparks
unique experiences
I was Roing to write this column
about how on my spring break trip to
las Vegas I won all the laundry quarters 111 need for the rest of the year, but
what happens in Vegas stays in Vegas.
Luckily, the last time I checked.
Cincinnati was open for conversation.
(ining home is never easy for me; it
seems like I've exhausted all my options
for entertainment.
Hut last Friday when I went out with
my friend Michelle, we decided to get
adventurous. We decided to go to Sudsy
Malone's, a combination bar and laundry. Yes, bar and laundry.
Sudsy's has live music every night.
We scoped out the situation from the
car; it looked OK. We entered — we
entered a hardcore metal show.
Michelle was dressed in name brand
jeans and a nice tan blouse with maroon
stripes. I was wearing nice jeans, a
baby-blue pop-band shirt and a cardigan. Kveryone else was in black. Some
people had combat boots, some people
had mohawks. a lot of people had a lot
of eyeliner. We were obviously not there
for the party.
So we played "Miss I'ac-man." and
sat on some washers to watch the show.
We were approached by a large man.
wanting to know who we were there to
see. Instead of picking one of the four
bands scheduled to play that night. 1
gave him the answer straight:
"We came to see the washers and
dryers."
At first he didn't believe me. I guess
maybe it seemed weird that two girls
would show up at a bar on a Friday
night to see the laundering services.
I gained his trust and he said that's
what Sudsy's needs, more curious people just checking out a new scene.
I've seen metal bands before in battles of the bands, but this was my first
metal-only concert. And I didn't hate it.
S> to broaden my horizons even further. I'm looking for a good salsa
bar/post office. If anyone knows of any.
please contact me.

Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam«'eku. edu

As a result. "Winning Days" is
very pleasing to a mature audience — rather than the pop-rock
lovers currently
drooling
over its first
single "Ride."
which thrashes
a couple of power
chords in a quick
tune like"*a" young
Green Day track.
The band gives
a humorous look
into how it sees
the world with not
only
vigorous
absurdity but with
a sense of its own significance of
things. With "Ride's" lyrical vision.
Nicholls sings. "That's the start
the middle and the end / Aren't
you glad the universe pretends?"
We know his cynical attitude is
back in full force early on. as the
band keeps its detestable swagger.
Songs such as "TV Pro." "Evil
Town" and the cleverly titled track
"F— the World" keep the post-

The title track "Winning Days"
is one of the best tracks off the
album, and it gives Craig Nicholls'
vocals a chance to exhale and flow
over the track in a soothing manner adding a flood of acoustic pop
with an melodic rock solo.
"Winning Days" adds both a
harder and softer mentality of this
band together well. The result is
another great album from one of
the forefathers of the new rock
age. With the release of "Winning
Days" March 23. the band's ability
to mesh the genres of rock music
together in a sound simulating
The
Beatles.
Nirvana
and
Radiohead should do the band and
anyone looking into purchasing
this album justice.
I give "Winning Days" three
and a half palettes out of five.

Trie Vines new album, "Winning
Days," hits stores March 23.

punk and rock enthusiasts around
for another hard rocking album.
Where The Vines leave rock in
the album, it also attaches more
harmony to its dreadful harshness, quieting the harder tracks
with a soft side of songs that utilize harmonics and acoustics in
tracks like "Amnesia," "Autumn
Shade II" and "Sun Child."

*m

Reach Sean at
progress@eku. edu

Zilo Network adds variety to campus TV
BY SEAN WILLIAMS

Staff writer

A television network devoted to
generating new and flavorful programming by. with and for students
is now available on campus cable
channel 76. Zilo Networks Inc. is a
television entertainment network
based in New York City designed
particularly for college students and
young adults.
Zilo's network has been airing on
a channel dedicated to student-oriented programming.
"Channel 76 is a channel open to
students to show their works. Zilo is
aired on the channel throughout the
week," said Paul Ramsey, producer in
the division of media resources and
instructor.
Channel 76 airs also a show called
"Live from Studio B." "It's a show
produced in BEM 395 and is the only
live show being produced by EKU
students right now," Ramsey said.
Zilo offers a "triple threat" of deliverance for their network: on campus

via Zilo Live; on television, via Zilo
TV; and online, via Zilo Online.
Zilo's impact on college television
over the next five years will be to
define the aspects of programming
that apply specifically to the college
audience, according to Zilo's president and creative director Campbell
McLaren. The network's goal is to
produce a recognizable college channel speaking to and for the college
students.
"College is a very special time in
people's lives. College means a particular style: adventurous, inquisitive,
and experimental." McLaren said.
Zilo, which has been on the air
since September 2000. is now televised from coast to coast in the
United States. Shows that will be airing during the 2004 season will
include "Exiled: Season 2." "Glamour
on Campus," "Mail Call." "Campus
Cram," "You Know You Want ...,"
"Get Stupid" and "Inside Reel."
"Inside Reel," one of the shows on
Zilo this spring, is produced by two
former New York University film stu-

dents. The show goes after stars and
directors who appeal to the college
audience.
"The show with the most promise
is easily Campus Cram' with Paul
Telner. Paul is yet another very
funny Canadian looking to invade the
U.S.," McLaren said about the new
show, which takes a hint from such
shows as Tom Green's and produces
a show seeking to make the most of
Telner's comedic skills.
Just like all other television networks. Zilo is affected with the craze
of reality series. Zilo airs a comedy
reality show called "Get Stupid." a
show that includes college students
in various comedic scenarios, showing what they would do for $50.
"The show has been a hugely successful comedy-reality program."
McLaren said.
Zilo has various worldwide stronghold advertisers including General
Motors, AT&T Wireless and CocaCola — not to mention movie studios, video game companies and
cause-oriented marketing clients.

During the next five years, Zilo's
Television Network will model its
plans to keep modernizing the network.
"Our goal over the next five years
is to create a recognizable college
channel that speaks to, and for, the
college audience." McLaren said.
Also this spring. Zilo Networks
partnered with the American Civil
Liberties Union for a year-long outreach series centered around the
college market. The program
includes the ACLU College
Freedom PSA Contest. The contest,
which began March 15 and will end
April 16. is designed to motivate college students in promoting and protecting civil liberties and civil
rights.
For more information on the Zilo
Television
Network,
visit
www.zilo.com, and for PSA submission details visit www.zilo.com/aclu.
Reach Sean at
progress@eku.edu

Progress Classifieds

Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey

HELP
WANTED
Help Wanted: PartT
i
m
e
Photographers.
Some
Weekdays
after 3 p.m , All day
weekends Required
travel
to Central
Kentucky area (no
overnight
travel).
Must have own reliable transportation,
18 or over with valid
drivers
license.
Smiling
friendly
faces
required.
Photographers will
be
photographing
children's team and
individual
pictures
for kids participating
in
youth
sports
leagues.
working
with coaches and
parents. We travel to
the ballparks, soccer
fields, gyms and
schools
to
take
these pictures.
We have photographed
youth
sports in communities
all
over
Kentucky
and
Southern Indiana for
over 15 years. While
our
headquarters
are in Lexington, we
employ people from
many surrounding
counties.
We need
friendly, reliable people.
Accepting applications M-F 9 a.m. 4:30 p.m. Apply in
person at: DeWitt
Photography,
Inc.,
101
Venture
Ct.,
Suite
3
(follow
Leestown Road (US
421) 1 mile outside
New Circle Road,
Venture Court on

left, www dewittphoto.com
Help Wanted: Great
Summer Camp Jobs
What are your
plans this summer?
We're going sailing,
windsurfing, swimming and more! Girt
Scouts
of
Kentuckiana
now
hiring for Bear Creek
Aquatic Camp &
Camp Pennyroyal
Counselors. Jfeguar
ds (we can train),
Boating
Staff.
Waterfront Director
(WSI),
Health
Supervisors
&
Cooks. Great benefits, fun traditions &
playful atmosphere!
Apply
online
at
www kygirlscoutcamps.org or call 1888-771-5170. ext
234.
Help
Wanted:
Campus
Spokesperson
Needed. $15 per
hour job on campus
Campus Information
Services is currently
seeking a highly
motivated student.
Must have strong
interpersonal skills
and be very outgoing. For more information call 800-3755701
Help Wanted:
Do
You Love Sports?
Make $1,000 daily
while
watching
sports on TV! NO
Selling
...
NO
Products ... JUST
SPORTS! www.247SportsPro.com,
(800)314-1619. ext.
26442

to.com
Help Wanted: PartTime Sales - Some
Weekdays after 3
p.mm, All day weekends. Required travel
to
Central
Kentucky area (no
overnight
travel).
Must have own reliable transportation,
18 or over with valid
drivers
license.
Smiling
friendly
faces
required.
Sales people will be
selling photos and
accessories to parents of children participating in youth
sports leagues, making change, processing credit card transactions,
recording
the sales. We travel
to the ballparks, soccer fields, gyms and
schools to
show
these pictures. Base
pay, plus a chance to
earn commission.
We have photographed
youth
sports in communities
all
over
Kentucky
and
Southern Indiana for
over 15 years. While
our
headquarters
are in Lexington, we
employ people from
many surrounding
counties. We need
friendly, reliable people.
Accepting applications M-F 9 a.m. 4:30 p.m. Apply in
person at: DeWitt
Photography,
Inc.,
101
Venture Ct,
Suite
3
(follow
Leestown Road (US
421) 1 mile outside
New Circle Road,
Venture Court on
left, www.dewittpho-

FREEBIES

Free Makeover: For
females with long,
straight hair (shoulder length or longer).
Sponsored by Locks
of Love. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty
Salon. 626-5005

SERVICES
Child care: All-Most
Home
Child
Development
Center.
Newly
expanded
center,
beautifully decorated. Educational programs for all ages.
Good home-cooked
meals,
friendly,
professional
staff.
Very neat andolean.
Located close to the
Bypass. Open until
9:30 p.m. for parents
who work or take
night classes! Call
625-5550.

FREE to good, loving
home: Border CoHie/ Aus
Shepherd mix F. 6 yrs
Housebroken 626-0067

2 Bedroom apt
Unfurnished Washer/dryer hookup
$300 rent * utilities $200
deposit No pets
623-9195

Apartments For
Rent

2 bedroom apts
Central heat & air Lease
Deposit Days 623-8622.
623-5646 evenings.

1 Bedroom apartment w/d
hookup alt utilities paid including cable. Middle age
couple ok. Waco area
Must have good references $400 mo 369-3665

2 Bedrooms. 1 Bath
ground-level basement
Apt. W/D hookup Very
nice condition No Pets
1 Yr Lease $375 /mo .
. Utilities $300 Deposit
623-1475 or 408-3402

1 Bedroom. $275 month
2 Bedroom. $335 month
2 Bedroom Townhouse.
$415 month 582-1250

624-6934 or 661-5254
1 Moth from EKU,
Student leases ava Spacious. 2 bdrms. 2-1/2 ba,
w/d hookup, covered deck.
Utilities paid 625-5757

1.24 3 BEDROOM
APTS FOR RENT
Daytime 623-7330
Evenlnga 623-3660

Health & Beauty
Tired of Cart) Fad Diets?
Do you lose & gain? Can't
keep the weight oil?
Check us out tor the an-

tional.com

H

Pets and Supplies
Free to good home 1 year
old Australian Shephard.
registered with Cattleman's Stock Dogs Assocation Needs Lots space but
no chickens Call after
5pm 369-7733. It
Free to gaocThome (2) S
year old matt, raylered
Australian ShaptwT mW
dogs Brothers. * ■
624-2605/1

2 Bedrooms. 2 lull Baths
$525 /month All utilities
paid No Pets Deposit &
Lease required.

1/2 Off 1st Mo. Rent
1 & 2 bedroom Apts.
Turpin k P«ll«rd Dt
$200 deposit. Utilities
Pd. Stove, refrigerator
furnished. No pets.
H59-114-8330.
9AM-6PM
103 Woods Trail. 2 bedroom. 1-1/2 ba. washer 8
dryer $500 mo $350 deposit No Pets 582-6413

Ava
Mow. tease
"deposit
8tov». Refrigerator, heat 6
Air 623^603, 623-0918

-A-

2br. 2 bath in Richmond.
KY $500 month. $350
deposit, no pets
625-9322
4 Bedroom. 3 bath, many
extras Walk to campus
Call 606-346-4200
or 606-6690570
APTS FOR RENT
1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms
All bills paid. Across from
Campus Call 623-8081
Berea or Richmond,
1 & 2 Bedroom apart
ments. $360 & $450
month Call 624-1900

CLEAN, basement efficiency apt $275 month
Utilities pd 257 Sunset
Avenue 624-9339

DDD D DD D
1 Bdim Apt 4_2 Bdrm
lunnhouaok 423-9156,
•23-6985, 624-2116

Shadt u Jot Apts
>Mgnow Rentals

440 So. Keenland
1/2 Off 1st Mo Rent
2 bedroom. 1 full bath,
newly remodeled,
$450 tu $47S mo
859-983-2093.

I or 2 Brdrootm. You Deride • ih'i mi |„ i month.
{2DU Drposil. (all

Autos and Auto
Parts

Help Wanted

$5001 POLICE
IMPOUNDS1
Cars/ Trucks/ SUVs from
$500! Hondas/ Chevys/
Jeeps For listings
800-319-3323 x2156 /f

READY MIX
TRUCK DRIVER
$12 hour. Excellent benefits Must have Class B
CDL Taking application
starting immediately. 9AM4PM Congteton Concrete
613 Laco Drive
Lexington, Ky.

Today::
859-o2.Vo.t04.

1989 Buick LeSabre Loaded. 95,000 mile Excellent
condition $1900 Call
859582-5800

FOR RENT
2 Bedroom apartment.
1-1/2 bath, w/d hookup
Call 582-6431. 623-5202.

1993 Mercury Sable tor
sale tor $600
Will sell as is Call
626-9632.

iip.,.11.,1,1 n.„. \,.i

FREE Advertising.
Try YouiflluaQrasSltPmt fffifn
On line photos and detail
descriptions of Local properties 859-893-2640

Lost Creek Apts 1 Bedroom, utilities paid 2 bedroom, w/d hookup. 1-1/2
bath Deposit 623-5928

Nice 1 Bedroom. $325
month, includes utilities,
St George PI. 623-0984
or 623-8481

91 Honda. 5 speed.
$1000 87 Honda Civic.
122K miles. $800.
623-9115

9? TOYOTA CAMRY
WAGON ONE OWNER.
EXCELLENT CARE.
227.000 MILES, $2500
624-5328
'95 CAMRY
A/C, CD, Power.
White $2200
859-314-1538

FOR SALE
1993 Ford Taurus, SHO
Runs, needs some work
$600 986-9934.

North Ridge Apts,
450 N Keeneland Drive
Call to Find Out How
You Can Rece-lv
1/2-QFF April BnL
1, 2. 6 3 Bedrooms
> Pool. Tennis Court,
Fitness Center, 24hr
Mamt.. Dishwasher,
W/D Hookup.
Fireplace
623-1090
wwwtowneprop.com
nurthridge

Call:
6221881

FOR SALE 1994
SATURN 4 DOOR, automalic, 137.000 miles Air
$1400 CaN 661-3115
For Sale
1990 Toyota Tercel, automatic. Air. CD Player
$950 obo 623-0727

Learn to operate
Heavy Equipment!
Bulldozers, baokhoes.
excavators & more!
No Experience Needed!
Good pay 6 benefits!
Job ready in 4 weeks!
1-866-280-5836
Meet Dept Manager.
3 years experience required. Good pay 6 benefits. Send resume to*
The Richmond Register
P.O. Box 99-SF
Richmond, KY 40476
Maintenance
person
needed for apartments, mobile
homes. Must have experience in Electric and
Plumbing & HVAC. Can
provide a place to live.
625-5757.
eBay Opportunity!
$11-$33/hr Possible
Training Provided. No
Experience Required For
more information Call
1-866-621-2384 Ext. 1998

a

Hager Rentals
Full time cleaning position
available, benefits apply in
person at Hager Rental.
474 EKU ByPass

DM

T m
1939 Buick Special Original New Paint $17,500
2002 Honda Like New
$12,900 623-8081

T he
Y ears

1809 to 2004
To run call 624-6661.

-e

